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MUB Pub still in
financial trouble
By Jennifer Sabea·n

Tom Cooper displays some of his Cooperware at the crafts fair being held in the Granite State
Room of the MUB through today. (Dave LaBianca photo)
·

crowds. Migala sairl, .:rnrl the
The new policy allowing change to cut out non alcoholic
alcohol to be served in the nights was adopted.
Memorial Union Building (MUB)
''We've hired more expensive
Pub while underage students are bands; had dance contests, just to
present has resulted in increased draw in the people," Migala said.
crowds, but the Pub still faces a But the most recent change, that
possible shut down due to finan- of allowing all students into the
cial problems, said Scott Migala, Pub and stamping the hands of
assistant director of Food and those old enough to be served
Beverage.
alcohol, has been the most suc"The Pub is in a financial bind, cessful so far.
no doubt about that," Migala
Attendance at the MUB Pub is
said. '' Allowing 18 and 19 year averaging 250 people a night now,
olds in did in~rease business Migala said, while in September
sizeably, but not to the point and October crowds averaged
where we're making money. We only 100 to 110 per night, with
still lose money weekly.''
some nights as low as 20 to 30.
Since the increase in the New The Pub has a 325 person limit
Hampshire state drinking age due to fire regulations, he added.
from 18 to 20 years old went into
"Oldies night (Sunday) is still
effect last summer, the Pub the most popular,'' Migala said.
Com·m ittee has tried numerous "It's packed." Other nights are
program changes to attract not as well attended.
crowds to the financially smitten
''Thursday is an off night,' '
MUBPub.
Migala said. "Kids just aren't
Earlier in the semester, alcohol going out Thursdaf riight."
was served only on Friday and Thursday is disco night at thl
Sunday nights, in order to allow MUB.
underage students to attend the
Pub on alternate nights. But this MUB PUB, page 4
system did not draw the needt:d

Meadowbrook, Atlantic stUdents
Kari-van rates will
•
·rise
next semester are offered ·on campus housing
The Kari-Van bus service will raise its ticket prices and add
new routes.
·
The increase in the cost of tickets is to offset the increased costs
of operation and the replacement of equipment, said Allan Prince, vice president of budget and administration.
Beginning Jan. 1, 1980, a semester pass will be $34, an increase
of $4; a ten-ride ticket will be $4, an increase of 50 cents; and a
round trip ticket will be 80 cents, instead of 70 cents.
Kari-Supervisor Mike Niese said the schedule changes have
been made because ''groups of people requested them.''
During spring semester there will be buses to Newmarket and
Portsmouth until 11: 15 p.m. each weekday. There will also be no
deleted runs on Friday evening.
On Tuesday and Thursday there will be additional buses at 7: 30
a.m. and 8:30 a.m. on the Dover B, Portsmouth and Newmarket
runs.
Dover B will also add three rides weekday afternoons at 2:40,
3:40 and 4:40.
Friday afternoons there will be a 2: 35 and 3: 35 bus to
Portsmouth.
The Kari-Van will receive five additional buses, ordered earlier
this year, at the end of this month to help operate the extra runs.
As Niese said earlier this year, Kari-Van is expanding its service to match the 30 percent ridership increase.

The final days:

!!!ld"':a~'s ho~ers!!L£'!pe
t

With the approach of finals
some UNH students will sit grimfaced
and
determined,
laboriously grinding through endless pages of notes.
But junior Kevin Donnelly will
be mixing a few hours of studying
with a few drinks.
"Normally I take it easy; study
for a few hours, and then go out
for a few drinks.
"There was one time last year
when five of us got into a Pinto
and took a road trip right after
dinner to L.L. Bean. We all had
finals the next day and I had two;
I ended up studying for two
hours.
''The great thing about it was
that I did the best I've ever done
on finals," he said, "and the

But some students cram right
up until test time.
"I cram, take the test, sleep,
cram, and sleep some more,"
said Jeff O'Brian, a sophomore.
"I think a lot of the stories about
people taking off and not studyng
are made up."
Junior Cheryl Compos says, ''I
reread notes and study the books
over and over, quizzing myself
continually.
I only take breaks for meals
and every once in a while I take a
little walk," she said.
However, sophomore Peter
Joseph doesn't strain himself.
"During finals I can't study too
lo_ng; like last year during finals I
FINALS, page 6

By Annie Azzi
Students living in the Atlantic
Motel and Meadowbreak Inn will
be offered on-campus housing for
second semester, according to
housing coordinator Marc
Robillard.
But, he said, he expects only
about 50 of the approximate 200
students living in the Hampton
and Portsmouth motels to ask for
new housing.
''The experience for many of
the students at the motels has
been positive," he said.
Robillard will meet with the
students currently living in
motels who want to change
housing from 1 to 4 p.m. on Dec.
13 at Pettee House.
"The volunteers went to the
motels with a purpose in mind: to
live off campus," Robillard said:
"Most are happy with the
decision.''
Robillard referred to students
who had never lived on campus
and volunteered to live in a motel
as "those who didn't know any
better." He said they "didn't
have the prerequisite experience
of living on campus and couldn't
compare living in Hampton with
living in Hubbard. They couldn.'t ·
weigh all of the factors involved
with the decision."
Robillard said he couldn't think
of any students who did not enjoy
their first semester experience at
the motels. "If I could, I would

choice between a build-up and the
not say anyway,'' he said.
Senior Susan Fife, a resident of Meadowbrook and is glad he
the Meadowbrook, said she was chose the motel. Although Brooks
assigned a room on campus for had a roommate earlier in the
semester, he said he would have
second semester.
Although the room is a double, stayed at the motel even if his
"it is too small for two people," roommate didn't move out of the
she said. "It is meant to visit not "too cramped" room. "It is much
to live. in."
Russell Brooks said he had a -HOTELS, page 7
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Is someone ascending or descending this ladder in a manhole
on College Road? (Jonathan Blake photo)
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Commuter Center reaching goals
News Briefs

By Wayne Winters

Committee formed
The Durham-UNH Fire Station Committee voted to form an independent committee to study the five-year long dilemma of
whether to build a new firehouse in Durham.
According to Allan Prince, UNH vice president for budget and
administration and chairman of the committee, the five members
have been selected to the independent committee were not
pn:viuusly 1nvo1vec1 wttn tne project.
Robert Hollan and Frances·Robertson will represent Durham;
Richard Davis and Donald Melvin will represent UNH, AND
Allan Waterfield is the at-large member.
'lbe new committee will study different concepts of a fire
station design and will look for a suitable site.
They will present a progress report at the Durham Town
Meeting in March.

Bush to speak
Republican presidential candidate George Bush will speak
Monday at 7:30 p.m. in the Strafford Room of the Memorial Union
Building.
The appearance of the former Congressman, United Nations

Ambassador and Central Int~lligence Agency director is sponsored by the UNH Student and the - Students . for Bus·h
organi7.ation.

Crafts fair

Two months ago, Martha
Byam-Fincke, assistant dean of
Commuter Affairs, said she
wanted students to look no further than the Commuter Center
when faced with questions and
concerns about off-campus living
and transfer student adjustments.
Today, her goals are beine met.
"The barebones are here," she,
said. "We've finally got a ·structure."
The structure includes a
lounge, and eating area and offices in the bottom floor of the
Memorial Union Building.
One of the main services of the
Center is the listings of apart-

pools, auto repair, or simply finding "places for solitude."
"The kind of things we'd talk
about with our parents before
we were born,'' she said.
Surviving Off Campus does
not duplicate the Caboodle but,
it is cross-referenced with it, according to Byam-Fincke.
The Center staff also listens to
students. Complaints about the

Kari-Van had reached the Center's suggestion box, and this
prompted the staff to put together
a luncheon in which the Kari-Van
Director, Michael Neise spoke to
students about their grievences.
The luncheon oart of the Cor ,_
muter/Transfer Luncheon reries, meets in the MUB evr:ry

COM~UTERS, page 8

mPnt.s: avaihlble in Durh:;im 2nd

surrounding towns, and listings
of prospective roommates.
Byam-Fincke said the listings
are updated every week, and with
a new computer expected shortly, twice weekly updatings will be
available.
But the Center, which is open to
all students not just commuters,
is more than a catalogue of
dwellings.
A monthly newsletter, The
Commuter Crier, has already
published such things as car
pooling, where to eat iri Portsmouth, Kari-Van ridership, and
local churches. And ByamFincke said an off-campus "survival manual," Survival Off
· Campus, currently being put together, will be distributed during registration next semester.
The 58-page booklet will
provide a "brief overview of each
town," she said, that will better
enable students to choose the
towns they want to live in. She
said advice on the legalities of
apartment living will be
provided, plus . information on
.
.
.
"taking care of yow::self," with
proper nutrition and exercise . The Commuter Center ts reachmg its goal. (Susan Hannas
aealing with roommates, car photo)
I

The UNH crafts fair will continue today in the Granite State

Room of the Memorial Union Building until 6 p.m.
Craftspeople from throughout New England are exhibitng and
selling craft items and demonstrating their art.
Admission is free.

Cambodia run,_

Students focus on hunger
Bv Cathy Mabry
A new student organizationStudents concerned about World
Hunger-has
formed
an
awareness group on campus.
''dur primary goal is to
educate ourselves and the
University community," said
group member and officer Betsy
Fountain.

The group started informally
out of interest from the recent
CROP walk for hunger and the
starvation in Cambodia. 'We're
not just an ad hoc group formed
to conern one issue, we want to
address specific issues,"' Fountainsaid.
"To be effective you have to
oreanize." she added.
As a result, the group regis-

tered as a student organization
and has been endorsed by the
Student Senate.
Although Fountain said the
group is in limbo because it is the
end of the semester, they are
planning for next semester. She
mentioned a fast on Food Day
this spring, and possibly having

HUNGER, page 5

Alpha Xi Delta sorority will host a benefit run for Cambodia
Sunday.
The 2 p.m. race will start in front of Aloha Xi Delta on Strafford
Avenue off of Garrison Avenue. Runners may sign
up_at tables .b~tween11_2 and 1:30 p.m. The entry fee
for the , 2. 9 mile : race 1s $2.
All proceeds will go to aid for Cambodians.

The weather
Today will be cloudy with high temperatures in the mid 40s, according to the National Weather Sercie in Codncrd.
Temperatures will drop to the mid 20s tonight. Winds from the
west will be between 5 and 15 miles per hour.
Tomorrow's forecast calls for variable cloudiness with highs
temperatures in the mid 30s.
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Water reflects eerily in a culvert behind the Paµl Creative Arts Building. (Jonathon Blake
phot<>i>
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PAGE THREE

Students

MUSO and SCOPE
discuss. merger

Aid
Area Poor

By Joel Brown
Executive members of the
student organizations that sponsor UNH concerts discussed
merging last night, but an official
said the idea was defeated
because· "it would be inappropriate at this time."
Steve Norman, president of the
Student Committee on Popular
Entertainment (SCOPE), said
serious consideration was given

By JoAnn Thompson
Two UNH students are
brightening this holiday season
for needy families in the seacoast
area by coordinating "Project
Noel,'' a campus-wide Christmas
campaign to collect winter
clothing, food, and toys.

to joining SCOPE with the Mem-

The c-ampaign, which officially

began yesterday in conjunction
with the annual Memorial Union
Building (MUB) Christmas Fair,
is sponsored by Social Service
students Betz Moan and Cindy
Maloney. "Project Noel" is also
endorsed by the Portsmouth
Community Action Center and
the University's Social Service
department.
During the fair today, collection bins will be located outside
the Granite State Room. Next
week, contributions will be
collected at the MUB 's lnforma tion and Commuter Center
desks.
Student volunteers will aid in
receiving and sorting donated
items.
The idea for the "share the
wealth" campaign resulted from
the students' field experience at
the Portsmouth Action Center.
Soaring energy prices and the
rising cost of living convinced
Moan and Maloney to engage in
the holiday project.
"We want to help alleviate
other people's hard times during
the financial crunch,'' Moan said.
Another objective is to involve
the campus population in the
drive.
"We thought it would be nice if
· students did something for the
community for a change,"
Maloney said. "Students take so
much from the community, and
put nothing back."
.
Churches and other area
organizations plan similar event ,
so, we felt .the university was
the best resource to tap in
organizing our campaign, Moan

NOEL,page4

Two students, Sue Pelletier and Betsy Moran, are working on
Project Noel to help area poor. (Dave LaBianca photo)

CARP sets up recruiting center
Tom Belanger, a sophomore Union Building (MUB) each
By Jeff Clark
Representatives from the from Hetzel Hall, was ap- night at 5: 30 for no cost:
Once there, the couple said, a
Unification Church lead by Rev. proached Tuesday afternoon in
Sun Myung Moon reportedly have front of his dorm by a dark- free meal would be available and
set up a farm on Foss Farm · haired woman and a Japanese also a ride back to campus.
Road, two miles from campus, as man.
The couple tried to convince
the center of a campaign to
The man said he was '1:1, but Belanger to go to the farm
looked like an undergraduate, Tuesday night, but he said he had
recruit students.
The Collegiate Association for according to Belanger. "Their class at 1p.m.
the Research of Principles appearance and dress were very
After being pressed further,
Belanger -agreed to meet the
(CARP), the branch of the church, average,'' he said.
The couple asked Belanger if couple at Burger King the next
has continued · to solicit their
newletter, "World Student he ''was interested in joining a nightat5.
.
Belanger said he saw the
Times," on campus, an action J. club which discussed interGregg Sandborn, director of national events concerning dif- Japanese man in front of Kappa
Student Activities, terms illegal.
ferent countries and how they Sigma fraternity selling newsletMembers of CARP also have relate to the United States."
ters Wednesday morning, and
invited several students to their
Belanger, who thought the avoided him.
farm for free meals and group was probably affiliated
The couple showed up at
with International House, said Belanger's door at 3 p.m. Weddiscussions.
yes to the couple, because he was nesday to ask if he wanted to go to
interested in political science.
the farm. Belanger said he was
The couple asked Belanger if still undecided.
he ever thought about life and
"The night before I was looking
said that one must get out and for someone to go with me,"
Belanger said. "Guyana was
talk about life.
Belanger gave them his name going through my head." .
and phone nymber.
At this point, Belanger was
The couple said transportation unaware that the couple was. part
lar2est contract to date.
to the club would be provided by a
The panels will provide 2,960 van that left from the Memorial CARP,page6
square feet of surface area tht
will absorb the sun's energy to
heat air and water for the
building. The entire system
which includes a complex plumbing network is expected to supply 40 percent of Parson's space
heat in the winter, a substantial
amount of hot water in the summer, according to Felix DeVito,
manager of Planning and
Engineering for Physical PlantOperatins and Maintenance at
UNH and the project manager.
DeVito said the project is expected to be finished this winter.
The total cost will be about
$230,000, DeVito said, and about
80 percent of the cost is being
suppHed by the tJ .S. Department
ot ~nergy (DOE) as a solar incentive and demonstration grant.
The purpose of the grant is to
generate
information
on
operating solar heating systems.
"There's not really a solar industry out there," DeVito said,
"It's in its embryonic stages, so
we have to be very careful in
what we buy. This system is not
very exotic, because we are
trying to b~ careful, get
something· that works and stay
-. ,
.
, -within.. a budget that was made
The sola~ collectors on tb1e roof o
PARSONS page 17
'

Parsons installs
solar collectors
By ~reg Mcisaac
"That's vile stuff," Arthur
Bradbury said of the fumes
coming out of the exhaust vents
at face . level on the roof of Parsons Hall.
Bradbury, owner of Environmental Alternatives, and his
crew of three have been installing
solar collectors on the top of Parsons exhaust system for the past
week.
"God,
there must be
hydrochloric, sulphuric acid,
chlorine gas, and who knows
what else is coming out of there,"
he said standing in front of a vent,
below the immense row of solar
panels.
A sign on the door leading to the
roof said, "Danger Do Not Enter
Roof Area Unless Wearing
Organic
Vapor/ Acid
Gas
Respirator.'' Bradbury elected to
breath the vapors from the
chemistry labs, instead of
wearing the protective masks.
Bradbury has made his
livelihood of installing solar
panels for the past three _years.
"Business is going like crazy," he
said. "I'm always getting calls
from people who want a green
house of a solar window, or a
water heater," The 169 panels.he
is. putting on the top of tht: sou~h
wmg of Parsons Hall is his

orial
Union
Students
Organization(MUSO) to form one
organization to sponsor concerts,
films, and other cultural events.
'~we decided that at this point
in time it would be in the best interest of both SCOPE and MUSO
to remain separate," Norman
said. "But we are always open to
discuss it again.''
The merger was proposed in an
effect to combat problems reserving concert facilities and financial lossess suffered by both
organizations.
Yesterday morning, Student

~

Body President Doug Cox said he!
supported the proposal while
Student Trustee and former
MUSO President Ian Wilson opposed it. ·
"It's not in the best interest of
~~e students," Wilson said.
There will probably be less
programming and less quality of
programming.''
"I think it's a refusal on the part
of SCOPE to get to the real
problems on nana, '' Wilson said
"Th~U: inabµity to work with th~
a~mstrabon at Snively and the
Field House to schedule dates for
~oncerts, and their financial
madequacy."
.
SCOPE lost approximately
$13,000 on a Peter Frampton con- .
cert early in the semester, which
led to the Student Senate placing
a $1000 limit on SCOPE's losses
for the rest of the semester.
Bu~ Norman said yesterday
mormng. that a merger is a way
to confront the "real problems at
hand."
"I think Ian was condemning
himseH," Norman said. "When I

ran into trouble getting Field
House dates, I brought Jeff Onore
and Doug Cox with me to see
Mike O'Neill at the Field
House... when that didn't help, I
went to my student trustee
(Wilson) for help. As far as I
know, he wrote a letter and
that's all. _My student · t~ustee
hasn't done much for me.''
Norman added, "I have a copy
of. a letter from SCOPE and
MUSO when Ian was MUSO
President, condemning the Field
House people for the same
problems we're having with them
now. The problem wasn't solved
th~n, either. It comes to the point
wnere student organizations
don't have any more power or influence to effect a change.''
The
merger,
Norman
suggested, would broaden the
·student organizations' power
base in such matters.
''Every year when our concept
come up, the Senate asks us why
there are two organizations
promotinji! concerts.'' MUSO
President Brian Ray said. ''Every
year the idea of
merger is
brought up.
"I don't think competition is
healthy or necessary," Cox said
Thursday morning. "It's not right for organizations to have to
fight for money or dates."

a
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reason, Migala said the current somewhat. Rebecca Taber, a
system is only "a temporary commuter student, commented '•
solution to the financial bind.,,
th~t an increase in beer prices
Currently, the Pub Committee might help.
is looking into "a lot of proposals
"They could charge seventyfor funding," Migala said. five cents for Molson and fifty
MUBPUB
"S.A.T. (Student Activity Tax) cents for the others," she said,
co_ntinued from page 1
funding is a possible idea," he instead of the current prices of 60
The MUB Pub is allowed a
said, which was not feasible cents and 40 cents per mug, "and
$6800 budget deficit, Migala said,
before since the Pub is "an it would still be cheaper than
and once it loses more money
alcoholic event.''
anywhere else.''
than that, it has to close. He did
Migala said the student activity
UNH junior Craig Baldwin
not wish to disclose any of the
fee can't pay for alcohol.
suggested that the MUB should
Pub's financial filzures.
"But they could possible just be "more like a regular club."
There's an ad hoc committee
get involved with the entertain"They should have a stiffer
doing research on the Pub now,''
ment side," Migala said, "which cover ·charge, and get better
Migala said, which will compile
is the most expensive aspect of bands," he said. "Every time I
information and attempt to come
the Pub anyways.''
ever went to the MUB there was a
up with ideas to save the Pub. He
Other solutions proposed so far band that really stunk.
said the report will be finalized on
have not proven very successful.
"The best band I've seen there
The 50 cent cover charge imposed in a long time was the Jetts," he
every night helps in paying em- added, "and they were nothing to
ployee''s and D.J. Rick Bean's brag about."
742-8078
Strafford County
wages, said Jack Hogan a Pub ofBaldwin also said the Pub
ficial, but other ventures have should be made more accessible
Human Services
been virtually fruitless.
to non-students. "People don't
The disco dance contest drew w~nt to go to 2 place where they
Coordinating Council
1-800-582-7183
~omc pcoplt:, IJut "not as many as
know all the same people will be
I would have liked,'' Migala said. there all the time. You like .to
.-~~--!"W~~~~...,..,.,.......""'""" Students in general express meetnewpeople."
.Stud en
concern for the MUB Pub's
The curren~ Pub policy
;J· •
·future, but some already feel that requires that ev·e ry ·· non-UNH
O
a closedown is inevitable.
student must be signed in to the
0
CD
''Everybody knew it would MUB by a UNH student.
happen,"saidaUNHjunior.
Other students felt that further
classified ads
C minor changes in Pub policies
cpuld help the situation _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____.
December 7, "and we will see the
status of the Pub then."
Although the present system of
carding students at the door has
met with some success, Migala
said it is not a comfortable
solution to the dilemma.
.
,wNefre· jeopardizing · our hcense," he explaine~, "We'v~
eliminated pitchers at the tables,
but it's still difficult to tell who
has mugs, especially when the
Pub is busy." If the liquor commissioner should enter the MUB
Pub and find any underage person with beer, said Migala, the
Pub's liquor license would be
revoked, probably for three days.
'' And the next time it would be
permanent," he ad~ed. For this

MUBPub
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Durham Plaza
Mon. thru Sat.
9-6
Sunday

12-4

A REAL VACATION
FOR CHRISTMAS

JOY'S
FIGURE SALONS

Do you feel tired after your holidays? D.o you overtax your body
during your holidays instead of finding peace? Think of your jangled
nerves, stiff spine, rounded shoulders,
and ill ventilated lungs, coated with tar
and nicotine; the result is shallow
breathing, poor concentration and
very little will power.
What you _need ,s a yoga winter vacation at our Yoga Camp on 250acres of
the Laurentian Mountains. Our daily
schedule includes proper exercise,
proper breathing, proper diet, proper

relaxation , and positive thinking and
meditation. We have day/night downhill skiing, cross-country skiing with instruction and our own sauna.
Join us for an eleven-day yoga intensive personally conducted by Swami
Vishnu Devananda, author of the million copy bestseller "The Complete
Illustrated Book of Yoga."

DEC. 22 · JAN 2, $125
or$12.50 perdaythru the
Winter. ·

For free ill. brochure call or write to:
SIVANANDA ASHRAM YOGA CAMP
8th Avenue, Val Morin, P.O. JOT 2R0
(819) 322-3226 New York (212) 255-4560
Washington (202) 331-9642 Chicago (312) 878·2468

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

FORMER Y LINDA LEE Fl

R

A
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Holiday Special

Buy A6 Week
Gift Certificate
For $25°0
And Get ·One
Free BRING
For THtS
Yourself
AD ,
OFFER EXPIRES 12/Jl/79

~

Call Today 742-9405 . t,
· fri-City _plazJ~, Dov_
er ·

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip Code - - - - - Send me free illustrated YOGA Handbook □
Enclosed is S25 deposit for the following dates _ _ _ to _ _ _....,r 11-day intensive
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continued from page
added.
The coll~cted goods will be
distributed to those in need by
various service agencies in the
surrounding seacoast area including Durham, Newmarket,
and Portsmouth.
Contributions will also be
distributed to Durham Women
for Higher Education (DWHE), a
group concerned with aiding the
returning female student.
Moan and Maloney sent notices
to campu:; dormttortes, head
residents,
and
numerous
organizations in an effort to gain
much needed student support.
Joseph Marcucci; a Portsmouth Center work-study student
and Community Development lab
instructor at UNH, suggested
that his students aid in making
the drive a success.
"I think it 1s a good program,"
he said.
Ten or 15 of his students have
volunteered to work at the collection sites.
~athy Bean, Outreach coordinator at the Portsmouth Center, terms the project "a great
idea."
"The work to tie the community and University is a
positive one," she said. "Personally, I feel we need more of
it.,,
She said the drive is especially
needed this year because the
community groups that regularly
.hold such events are limiting
their campaigns.
Moan and Maloney said their
efforts have been met with a good
response.
''People are familiar with the
project," Maloney said. "Now
it's a matter of reminding them
to bring things in.''
''Even though this is a hectic
time," Moan added, "everyone
could make a note to themselves,
and make things a lot easier for
others."
Suggested contributions include hats, mittens, canned
goods, juices, popcorn and other
non-perishible foods, as well as
puzzles, dolls, and playing cards.
Use your imagination, Moan
and Maloney suggested.
Donators may request where
their contributions are to be
delivered by leaving a name and
address. All information will
remain confidential.
Moan and Maloney would like
to see their campaign become an
annual event. They are writing a
paper describing the project for
anyone, possibly social service
students, interested in organizing
a future campaign.
"We all need to help each other
out," Maloney said.
Anyone wanting further information or wishing to donate their
time should contact the students
at the Portsmouth Community
Action Office, 386 State St., Portsmouth, or call 436-3896.

UPPERCUT
WILL NOW BE OPEN
Sundays, beginning Dec. 9
Call or stop by for
an appointment
Durham Shopping Center
868-7363

,',RAGEJWE

Hunger .
HUNGER.
continued from page 2
an information table at the
Building
Union
Memorial
(MUB). Her "pet project",
however, is a hunger banquet.
The idea, she said, is to have
three groups of people divided up
according to how the world eats.
Six to ten percent would eat
meat, potatoes, vegetables -and
sit at a table with a tableclothgenerally how Americans eat.
Another third would eat rice with
sauce, and the rest would eat rice
and water while sitting on the
floor.
"The idea is to play on people's
emotions and get them to experience how the world eats-not
only what they eat but how they
.
eat,'' Fountain said.
The group has a

organizations IMPACT and
Bread for the World.
Gary Diezel, an officer and
member of the group, said there
is a "political committment."
One action, he added, would be to
write congressmen. .
''Our biggest problem is learning what to focus on," Fountain
said, "We'll try to focus once we
educate ourselves."
Diezel emphasized that the
group was not Christian based,
but based more on a moral or
"Any
question.
spiritual

discipline can contribute," he
said.
Interest in Cambodia, for
example, brought in people concerned about nutrition, land use,
politics and Cambodia itself,
Foutain said.
We're looking forward to next
semester,'' she said.
Students interested in joining
Students Concerned About World
Hunger should attend the
meeting at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday
at the St. Thomas Moors student
center library.

campus calendar·
FRIDAY, December 7
SKI SWAP: Everyone is welcome to buy and sell skis and
other winter equipment. ($1 entry fee; N .H. Outing Club
gets 10 percent of selling price). Major ski shops such as The
Ski Shed, Gallagher's and Ski Works will be selling new
equipment at reduced prices. Senate-Merrimack Room,
Memorial Union, 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Sponsored by NHOC.
CALCULUS FILM FESTIVAL: Films today include:
"Maximize," "Theorem of Mean;" and "What ls Area?"
Kingsbury Hall, Room M227. at 10 a.m.
CHRISTMAS CRAFTS FAIR: Forty-five craftsmen will
exhibit and sell macrame, pottery, silver and gold jewelry,
stained glass, pewter, weaving, metal sculpture, silk
screening, and other crafts. Granite State Room, Memorial
Union, 10 a.m.-6 p.m. Sponsored by Student Activities.
DISCUSSION ON ENGLISH LITERARY RENAISSANCE:
Faculty Center lounge, from 1-3 p.m.
WOMEN'S HOCKEY: Boston College, Snively Arena, 7:30
p.m.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: "High Button Shoes," the classic
musicalcomedy, directed by Joseph D. Batcheller. Johnson
Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m. USNH students
·
and employees/ senior citizens $3; general admission $4.
MUB PUB: Beacon Lights, rock, 8 p.m. Open to all; $.50
cover charge.

A Nl·w Dinu.•n~1nn mCml'ffi,\ Luxury
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resource

library at Wolff House with information from national groups
on such things as national food
and energy policy. The group is a
member of the national based

Wrestling

SATURDAY, Decembers

WRESTLING
continued from page 19

a

FUN SHOW: Horse Barns, 9 a.m. Free admission. Rain or :
:;
shine. Sponsored by UNH Horsemen's Club.
MEN'S SWIMMING: Holy Cross, Swasey Pool, Field
House, 2 p.m.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: "High Button Shoes." Johnson
Theater, 8 p.m. USNH students and employees/senior 1'
~
citizens $3; general admission $4.
MUB PUB: Beacon Lights, rock, 8 p.m. Open to all; $.50,
cover charge.

_
close one so if we

should be
wrestle well I feel we can beat
them.
"I feel that the Coast Guard
Tournament helped us a lot. The
kids that wrestled 4 or 5 matches
at the tournament were heiped
because of the extra work they
got in. When you're really in better condition you can do a number on a guy,'' he said.
With the win under their belts
and some key people back the
Wildcats look good for the
weekend clash. "We're better as
a team after picking up a few
wins and pins today'' added
Davis. "We'll be all right on
Saturday."

1

THE ONION FIELD
~

'

A True Story

.

SUNDAY, December9

FACULTY RECITAL: Donald Steele, professor emeritus,
piano. Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Creative Arts Center, 4
p.m.
MUSO FILM SERIES: "Is There Sex After Death." Starring
Buck Henry. A sophisticated and good-humored satire on
our natural and national interest in sex. Rated X. Strafford
Room, Memorial Union, 7 and 9:30 p.m. Admission $.75 or
MUSO Film Pass.
MUB PUB: Rick Bean with oldies, .8 p.m.' Open to all; $.50
cover charge.

NEWINGTON MALL 431-4200

1kkst;~IBd
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~
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MONDAY, December 10
DURHAM RED CROSS CHRISTMAS BLOOD DRIVE:
Theme: "Give the Gift of a Lifetime." Santa and his helpers
will be in attendance. Granite State Room, Memorial
Union, 10 a.m.-3 p.m. Continues through Thursday,
December 13.
CALCULUS FILM FESTIVAL: Films include: "Definite Integral as a Limit;" "Area Under a Curve;" "Volume of
Solid;" and "Volume of Shells." Kingsbury Hall, Room
M227, at 10 a.m.
TALK BY PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE AMBASSADOR
GEORGE BUSH: A chance to hear a prominent Republican
candidate for the presidency express his views on the issue
of today. Followed by question and answer period. Open to
all interested. Strafford Room, Memorial Union,''7:30 p.m.
·
Sponsored by Student Sepate.
UNH WRITERS SERIES: Graduate students iri the writing'
program will read from their work. The evening will feature
fiction writers Jeff Clapp, Virgini~ Stuart, and Ruth
Clogston; and poets Kathryn-Sky Peck, Steve Gizitsky, and
Andrew Gent. Forum Room, Library, 8 p.m.
WOMEN~s CENTER FILM SERIES: "Alicia." "The memory
of Alicia Alonso lingers as an image of what a ballerina
should be. A dazzling technician, a fiery actress, a noble
classicist." -Dance Magazine. Carroll Room, .Memorial
Union, 8:30 p.m.

.ofpurlifc

Soft contacts, for the way you wantto look.

TUESDAY, December 11

Portsmouth's first
contact lens specialty center.

DURHAM RED CROSS CHRISTMAS BLOOD DRIVE:
Granite State Room, Memorial Union, 10 a.m.-3 p.m. Continues through Thursday, December 13.
MEN'S HOCKEY: Harvard, Snively Arena, 7 p.m. ~eason
tickets, student athletic tickets, of $3 general admission if
- ·---__
tickets availa~le.
STUDENT FOR KENNEDY HOLD AN OPEN FORUMDISCUSSION: Grafton Room, Memorial Union, 8 p.m.

Lowest price in the area includes:
Highest quality soft lenses, FDA approved.
Personal, careful attention by specialist with over
10years experience.
Fitting, instruction, lenscare kit.
"Feel Safe" Plan: 90 day100% returnable tee.
In-office se.r vice plan for lost and damaged lenses.
One year office visits.
20% off our already low eyeglass price with lens purchase.
No obligation in-office trial.

The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published. and .distributed semit
weekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room 1?1
of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business office
hours: Tuesday and Thursday 1 to 3 p.m., Wednesday and Friday 9a.m. to 2
p.m. Academic year subscription: $9.00 Third class postage paid at
Durham, N.H. 03824. Advertisers should check their ads the first day. The
New Hampshire will in no case be responsible for typographical or other
errors, but will reprint that part of an advertisement in which a typographical error appears, if notified immediately. POSTMASTER: send ad-

EYE CONTACT UNLIMITED
·123 Market Street, in the Historic District
Portsmouth , NH 03801 (603) 436-1200
Open Mondaythru Saturday10 AM.

I

dress changes to The New Hampshire, Room 151, MUB, UNH, Durham,
N.H. 03824. 11,000 copies per issue printed at Courier Publishing Co. ,
L ~bester, N.H.
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CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS

•

• _.. _
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•
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GENERAL

PREVETERINARY CLUB MEETING: Last meeting
before semester break will be held on Wednesday,
December 12, Kendall Hall, Room 212, at 7:30 p.m.
Autopsy sign-up and agenda for next semester.
. CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION MEETING:
Monday, December 10, Rockingham Room, Memorial
Union, at 7 p.m.
INTER-VARSITY CHRISITAN ,FELLOWSHIP
MEETING: Friday, December 7, McConnell 218, at 7:30
pm. Dr. Spiers from Gordon College will be speaking
about a Christian perspective on academics. Help for
finals!
PARAPSYCHOLOGY CLUB: Organizational meeting,
Tuesday, December 11, Sullivan Room, Memorial
Union, at 8:50 p.m. We will be reviewing the semester's
activities and considering events for next semester.
MATHEMATICS HONOR SOCIETY MEETING: For
new members only. Wednesday, December 12,
Hillsborough Room, Memorial Union, at 8 p.m.
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS-ASCE: Meeting, Tuesday, December 11, Kingsbury
Hall, Room 230, from 1-2 p.m. Introduction of the new
ASCE officers for the 1979-80 year.

AUDITIONS FOR LONDON ASSURANCE: Wednesday-Friday, December 12-13, Hennessy and Johnson Theaters, Paul Creative Arts Center, at-7:30 p.m.
"London Assurance" will be produced in February. The
auditions are open to all UNH students. Backstage help
also needed.
STUDY AREA FOR EXAM PERIOD: The Carroll
Belknap Room in the Memorial Union has been reserved
for study December 15-l9 (all day). Free coffee.
MESSIAH PERFORMANCES : Directed by Dr. Wing,
UNH Music Department. First performance will be held
Sunday, December 9, Christ Church, Exeter, at 8 p.m.
Second performance will be held on Sunday, December
16, Sacred Heart Church, Hampton, at 8 p.m. Admission
$3.00 for adults; $2.00 for children under 12. Group rates
available; call 868-5302 for more information.
AUDITIONS FOR THE 7TH ANNUAL UNDERGRADUATE PRIZE PRODUCTION: Sunday and
Monday, December 9 and 10, Hennessy Theater, Paul
Creative Arts Center, at 7:30 p.m. Two-three original
scripts will be produced in January by an all-student
company. Construction and crew help also needed. Open
to all students.

CAREER

CHRISTMAS TREE DECORATING: Sunday, December 9, Granite State Room, Memorial Union, at 7 p.m.
Everyone is invited to attend. Come and help the
Durham Red Cross decorate the tree for thP Rlood Drive>
wrucn WU! be held December 10-13.

FUTURES CAREER PROGRAM: "You've Got a Job,
Now What?" Monday, December 10, HillsboroughSullivan Room, Memorial Union, from '2:30-4:30 p.m .

RELIGION
MIDWEEK CELEBRATION OF HOLY COMMUNION:
Every Wednesday, Campus Ministry lounge, Wolff
House, at 7:30a.m.
.
INFORMAL, NON-CREDIT SURVEY OF THE
RELIGIOUS IDEAS OF THE BIBLE: Every Tuesday,
Campus Ministry lounge, Wolff House, from 12:30-2 p.m.

INTERESTED IN AN OUTWARD BOUND WINTER
COURSE? Attend a slide presentation hosted by Bill
Walker, Outward Bound, Learn more about Winter Courses of-

Finals
FINALS

continued from page 1
went to the beach for three
straight days, brought all my
books, drank a few beers, and fell
asleep each day.''
Many students said they feel a
tenseness and frustration at
finals time. One method of
avoiding this is explained by
sop!!~mor~ A~dy Harrington.
"When finals come around I do
\,things like organize my room,
study a little while, and then T
1augn 1t off, " he said. .
The difference in.atmosphere is
noticeable according to Scorpio's
Pub Manager Mike Libby.

fered in January, February, and March 1980. Tuesday, December 11, The Strafford Room, MUB, 12:30-1 :30 pm. Coffee and
cider served ! Sponsored by the Commuter Transfer Center

SEE

NE.E D CREDIT? SEND FOR THE CREDIT GAME
,_

-

,

Too young to borrow?
New in town/no references?
Erase ba<tl;>t records
Skip bills without ruining cred it
Receive loans with in weeks of beginn ing this program
Informat ion on updated cred it laws and legislftion
Your rights under the Federal Credit A_cts

Send Check or
Money Orderto

W

"Tired of being wi thout credi t , or up to your neck in ,
· 'minirTJUm payments'? With this book you will learn how
" to make the $300 bil lion credit industry jump at your
command."
•

SOLVE ALL

~ Tl!.E~E "'··
CREDIT

1

THE CREDIT .G AME

I

Enclosed is$

I

Name .,---- -- -- --Address·· ~ - - - - -----Cit y -- - - - State _ _ _ _ Zip _ __ _ .
Allow 3 weeks for delivery .

ALL STREET PUBLISHING CO '

I

303 5TH AVE.
SUITE1306

II

NEW YORK, NY 10016, •

(N.\ · . reJidents add 8% Sales Ta•J

_

_ __

_

for _

_

_

· A Burger King employee said
fi:ee coffee will be given with
each sandwich bought during
finals.
The Dimond Library will
operate on extended hours during
the weekend before finals, and
various buildings on campus will
have designated study rooms.

YOUR NAME
PRINT

IN

VAN STEADS
303 Fifth Ave.
New York, N.Y.

r--- -----------------------ONLY $5.95 -

. PRQ_I \LE~ .
.- with...,.

little crazy from students blowing
off steam. It happens every
year."
_
For those students who want to
study, the Carroll-Belknap room
of the Memorial Union Building
will be turned into a study hall
from Saturday through finals
week. J . Gregg Sanborn, director
of Student Affairs, said free coffee will be served.

You too should be a part of the
American voice being published by
Van Steads. Send your signed
[Print Name Clearly] ·Original Poem
Idea/ or Short Story (1 Page]
With$25to:

,.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

"After 10 and around last call
there is much more of a crowd
even though Happy Hour is from
8 to 10," Libby said. "Things get a

10016

Books

Vou will receive a copy
for your bookshelf and
10°/ 0 ofsales
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CATNIP PUB

**
**
!
***

**
**
WEEKLY SPECIALS
!
**
;
A
complete
breakfast
menu
;*
;
SUNDAY
available
every
Sunday · 11 :30-2:0Qp.m.
!
*--i.----------------------------------------*
**
*
*
*
MONDAY
Vegetarian's Delight-RATATOUILLE-Adelightful
*
*
blend of sauteed vegetables served on a bed
*
;
of Rice Pilaf, garden fresh salad, hot roll & butter.
t
* ----------------------------------------*
*
*
, From the Continent-QUICHE-Your choice
;
TUESDAY
of spinach or cheese and bacon quiche served
!
*
with garden fresh salad hot roll & butter.
*
* ----------------------------------------**
!*
WEDNESDAy
-New England's quick lunch-MACARONI & CHEESE
;*
*
CASSEROLE, garden salad, hot roll & butter.
*
!* ---------------------------------------------- !*
Triple-decker special-your choice of four
*
*
THURSDAY
popular CLUB SANDWICHES-roast beef, ham & cheese,
*
*
Presents

;

turkey, or cheese burger.
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HAl!W~B
UNI.I TEO~
Walk-In
or

Appointment
HOURS:
Mon .-Sat. 9-5:30
Thur;; . l\i. Fri . Eve. ',ti! 7
2'9 Main St.
Durham, N .H.

;

** -----------------------------------------**
!*
Maritime Favorite-SEAFOOD CHOWDER-A down;*
*
FRIDAY
Maine combination of clams, fresh fish fillet, Maine
*
!
· potatoes, and real light cream.
;
!* -=--------:---------------------------------*
,
The Pride of the Cat Nip;
*
SATURDAY
CHICAGO STYLE PIZZA served
*
** _________________________________
with your schoice of fresh toppings.
*
:._______ **
*
!
43 Main Street
!
*
( ;",t: *************************************************~
**************:f*..
..~..:• ..

(':j

'· -1/ -:\ .
(-+..I

>·... -..

PHONE
868-705]
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continued from page 1
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Presents: Sweaters by

(
.
people," he said.
7:00.9:00
Ruth Tower, a resident at the/:
Atlantic, said she had a room on(
campus and wanted to move off\
:}
campus.
"I'm familiar with on-campus\
living and prefer to have my own:/.
cookin \ ·\::..
andfreshma
orivate
•:::::::::::::::•:•:•::::::::::::•:•:•:•:•:•:•:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::::.:• :•:•:•:•:•:• :•:••:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:• ···· ··········• :•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•::::•:• ···
Most are
facitlities.entrance

.·..·.
Ill•••••••-·.•:- :•:•:• :•
-----~~•-~!lllll-•!111111-,-.llllfll~---n **
I
·

who want to leave, Tower said.
Some who wanted to leave in the ....
beginning of the semester have
decided to stay after comparing - .
situations with ~ p m frienm
she added.
"Those who volunteered gave
the whole student body a
break," and those who we picked

'

.(-

·

*
*
*
*
*
*

I'

i

.i11 the lottery ue:secve a IJn:ak

from us now,'' Robillard said.
Students living in motels and
build-up lounges will be given top
priority and "will have a chance
to get into the most popular
halls," he said.
"We consider the motels
University housing. Moving from
a motel to campus is changing
rooms,'' he said.
The students will not cause any
inconvenience to students
already living on campus. But
changing of dorms for on-campus
students will be more difficult, he
sai'd ·
The rooms available second
semester are a result of drop in
enrollment between semesters. It
is attributed to graduating .
seniors, withdrawals, and
students moving off campus.
The University will still not be
able to accomodate all students
wanting on-campus housing. One
hundred twenty-five freshman,
200 people on a waiting list, and
about 50 exchange students will
be vying for rooms, Robillard
said.
350

a;~1r:bre~1t!vs~~~ut

spaces

~

*

"THE SEDUCTION OF
JOE TYNAN"

Fri.• Sat.
Dec. 7&8

6 30

:

8:30

./

''FOUL PLAY"

Sun. & Mon.
Dec. 9 & 10

Warren Beatty

"THE INNOCENT"

Tues. & Wed.
Dec.11 & Dec.12

Thurs.
Dec. 13

6:30
8:40

Luccino Visconti's
(Italian)

, 'THE

LAST EMBRACE"
Roy Scheider

Coming-Woody Allen's

''TAKE THE MONEY AND RUN''
also

"THE DEER HUNTER" ·

6:30
8:40

6:30
8:30

*
*
**
**

*
**
*
*
*

**
**

***

Pullover wool sweater with floral neck trim is available in
· d $35 •
a variety of colors in sizes 34 to 38 and pnce at

*fi* .
~
r,'\'"*

**
**
·
!****~aJi~~~******°f¥':t0:1J11i~:1*****;
1

.
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Ambassador G_eorge Bush
Republican Presidential
Candidate
k****************************************************

will be spending Mon. Dec. 10
at 7:30 p.m. in the
Strafford Rm. MUB
Sponsored by the
Student Senate.
=:-.-::
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Center
COMMUTERS
continued from page 2
Wednesday and offers, in addition to lunch, a faculty speaker,
reviews of Gershwin, and one-act
. plays, Byam-Fincke said.

It's a good alternative to the
usual cafeteria lunch, she added.
Byam-Fincke said the ·Center
will also have an "intense two
days" of transfer orientation in
January that will ease the transfer student into the UNH
system. .
She said she hopes this will expand to_a "transfer connection"

f******************************~
**
**

i* COME WRIT E
FOR us·!

i
*

***
*

E
*

i

*

~

***
*

hhe Gran.ite needs~
. *
!writers who can cap1
*
;ture
this school year,;*
!1979-1980,. and put itE
*

*

:

into words.

**

*
*

in which transfer students living
in the surrounding area will be
able to get in touch with other
students in those areas.
Byam-Fincke said the "connections'' can deal with anything,
be it social, personal, or the like.
A central feature of the Commuter Center is the lounge area.
Offering soft chairs, carpeted
floors, and study cubicles, the
lounge is a popular place for
relaxation and studying.
"This noon, there wasn't an
empty seat," .said Lynne
Bolduck, chairwoman of the
Commuter Council in the Student
Senate.
"It's a nice place to relax in
that you can't find anywhere
else,'' said Dover resident Syd
Haskell.
"It'd be nice if they had more
places like this,'' he added.
Linda Kindler of Barrington,
said she likes the fresh air.
"I like that sign over there "
she sttid poiuUug to tne ·rJo
Smoking' sign on_the wall. And,
she said, "the chairs are more
comfortable here than anywhere
else. I don't like studying in the
_libra~. It's either too hot, or too

~

*

:

**

Batcheller

David M. Carroll

*
*

!* Contact, Donna at the !* *
*
!*
Granite Office
;*
!*
MUB Rm. 125
;*
f*******************************1

cold, or too stuffy.''
per hour, she added.
Kindler also found her apartWilliam Kidder, assistant dean
ment through the Center's of students, estimated that conlistings.
struction of and furnishings for
Though Durham resident the Center has cost close to
Eileen Findlay said "I think it's $20,000 to date, with an estimated
great," she voiced a common $3,000 more to be spent. He said
dissatisfaction: the 4: 30 p.m. the funds have come from the
closing hour.
Student Services Fee, and from
Barbara Willits Day, a the Undesignated Gifts Council of
secretary at the Center, said the the Alumni Center.
4:30 closing time will be in effect
He added that operating funds,
until a fire alarm system is in- approaching $30,000 per year,
stalled in January.
come from a portion of the
During the day, the emergency .students Services Fees and from
exit at the rear of the lounge can the Transfer Fee charged transbe kept open, she explained, so ·no fer students.
alarm is necessary. After 4:30,
But, he added, as much as
however, the Center's employees $15,000 is channeled back to the
and volunteers go home and the students through internships,
exit is locked for security pur- jobs and services rendered.
poses. An alarm is then needed,
"With relatively little, we'll
she said.
have an enormous impact," he
Tpe Commuter Center also of- said.
fers car pool referral services,
and provides the names of .baby
sitters to student narents. Most of
the sitters, Byam-Fincke said,
are psychology or chi1d BATCHELLER
_
psychology students with a continued from page 12
"professional" interest in
children. The rates; set by the sit- scenes; the music director, and
ters, ruµ from 50 cents to $2.50 choreographer. We all have to
understand each other, work with
each other, and have faith in each
other."
YOUNG
During a performance, Batcheller said he is no longer a part
Fine Arts Galler;
of the show.
"Jean, Hannah, Debbie, and I
sit in the back seat and watch
Botanical Watercolors ·taking notes furiously. That's atl .
we can do. We can't stop the
by
show."

December 4-15
Monday-Saturd ay 10 arn-6 pm
Fr!day 1Oam-8 pm
Custom Framing
112 Penhollow St.
(603)°436-8773

Appraisal Service
Portsmouth, NH
03801

MOVING-MUST
SELL
1979CAMARO
Small V-8, silver with black
interior, AM/FM stereo
4 cass-ette, radials, 6,000 miles,
• 6 month factory warranty
Call 868-2347

*need a friend who will
listen ... and .care?
*got a problem ...
or just want to talk?
*need informatio n ...
or where to find it?
call or drop in to

Why are we giving you the world·s best otter on the
worlds best fitting Jeans?
Because we·re sure that once you·ve worn a pair of
Chic Jeans by h.1.s you·n never buy another brand.
No matter what your shape or size. perfectly proportioned Chic Jeans can fit you-front to back.
top to bottom

COOL-AID
HOTL INE

Ifs an easy $5. too . Come in for details and
your $5 rebate form and send 1t to h.1s.
along with the size ticket and sales slip
from this store. h.1.s will send you $5.
And thafs a deal you can ·t attord to
pass up.
Offer valid November 19. 1979
through January 2. 1980.

We're available every night after 7 p. m.
Body&Sole
42 Main St., Durham, N .H.
►

I

862-2293
1
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It is during this scene that one
Scott Wilson, is the steadying fornotices the lack of props. No one . ce in the play. He plays his part
seems to know what to do with well as the solemn, alwaystheir hands, consequenlly lht:i thinking, man of the household.
1 ·
'th ·
The Ladies Bird Watching"SHOES"
Society is more flighty than the
end up P aymg wi air.
continued from page 12
Dezur Kenna starts out as a
t
they watch.
Director Joseph D. Batcheller Beaver-Cleaver's-mother stereo- birds
This is one aspect of the UNH
in the midst of his own thirty-fiv~ type in her opening scene, but
year tenure in the theater depar- improves markedly when she theater that has remained contment at UNH, directed High sings and dances. Her voice is the sistent. The women flock and
Button Shoes.
strongest of all the solo numbers,
Floy makes his grandiose en- singing above the orchestral
trance into his hometown of New trumpets.
Brunswick, New Jersey and into
Her obvious lack of knowing
the living room 'of the what to do with her hands in her
Longstreets, much to the tittering opening scene is forgotten as she
delight of the Longstreet family.
impressively dances and sings
They proceeded to assemble her way across stage. She knows
li~e. some~hing out of a sloppy what to .do with her voice and
m1htary lme-up, to receive the feet.
compliments of Harrison Floy.
Paoa Lon street, played by

"Shoes"

twitt~r and chirp around the male
lead parts. The women in the
UNH theater should be embarrassed at the level they are
put at.
Granted, the time that the play
was written must be taken into
account. But some consideration
should be ta ken in future plays to
see that women are more than bit

parts.
There are about thirty-five
people in the cast of "High Button
Shoes." That is a lot of people to
work with. Perhaps a $IDBller
cast, that is, a different show
would have worked better.
But one can still sense the
nostalgia and the essence of the
past through the play's action.

BUSINESS ORIENTED?

Eyeglass Savings
from the full service specialists of

LUN-J~~TTE OPTIQUE·
LICENSED OPTICt•NS

If you are, further your experience by
applying for the Student Activity
Fee Council Assistant
Business Manager position

AN OPPORTUNITY ....

20 %

Salaried, flexible hours, possible
credited internship, financial
management experience

Discount for all UNH
students and faculty
.

.

.

.

•

✓

Just bring In your prescription or let us copy it
from your eyeglasses.
AO S_
o ft C~nt.,:t._Lenses

s195_

CQmplete

466 Centr-al Ave.
· -749-2094
UPPER SQUARE, DOVER, N.H.

for further information contact Sue in Rm. 154
MUB or call 862-1013 or 749-3846

We're on the kari-Van Uneu
Does_not include sales or contact lenses

Christmas Gift Ideas

1980-81

FINANCIAL AID APPLICATION MATERIAL

and
Special

)

Secret

STUDENTS NEED:

Santa

1. A 1980-81 UNH Application for Financial Aid

and

Surprises

2. A 1980-81 Financial Aid Form/Financial Aid Supplemen1

which is sent to the College Scholarship Service,
Princeton, N.J.

available
a(

PRIORITY DEADLINES:
Undergraduate Students-February 15, 1980
Graduate Students-May 1, 1980

The Red Carpet
Jenkins Ct.
Durham, N .H. ·

FINANCIAL AID COUNSELING AVAILABLE
FROM 8:30 a.m. -4 p.m. Monday through Friday
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----editorials---The Moonies are hack in town
Followers of Rev. Sun Myung Moon's
Unification Church are back in town. Back amid
the swirl of rumors that seems to follow the group.
The Moonies are in Durham as the Collegiate
Association for the Research of Principles
(CARP), , one of the many Unification Church
front names.
We urge the University community to take a
hard look at the Unification Church.
Twice_ in the last five years the Unification

Church has tried to establish itself in Durham and
twice the group has been forced to leave amid
public accusations of kidnapping, brainwashing,
and harassment.
We do not advocate the abridgement of the
right to worship, but some Unification Church
practices do warrant scrutiny.
The church's recruiting practice~ use deceit,
often avoiding the issue of religion completely until the person has joined the gr<:>Up.

The church encourages students to drop out of
school and join the church full time. When the
group was at UNH during 1974-75, it was
estimated that about 30 students left school to
join the school.
And it is often cited as a pseudo-religion, merely
a large conglomerate with ties.to the Korean CIA_
that is . making Rev. Moon millions of
dollars.
Yes, the Moonies are back in town, and it's time
to a take a hard look.

letters
RAs
To the Editor:
Why the University puts up with
vandals, thieves and muggers among
its student body is a wonder to me. The
article describing dormitory chaos
and disrespect to R.A. 's certainly
makes one question why such people
are allowed to remain in school. As the
article stated, these people are only a
minority of the student population.
Surely no one would miss them if they
were gone. There are plenty of people
very willing and eager to take their
places who are seriously interested in
a college education.
William H. Teschek
Newmarket, NH

Resource depletion, energy conclosest representative of the ad- only an additional cause for the Resident Assistant's position. As
ministration to the student. I act as a disagreement with the administration for me, I'm tired of beating my head sumption and pollution are the
release valve for the students' dislike and their band of policemen. The job against the wall, I'm moving off· inevitable consequences of material
itself, has become the very basis for campus like all the others who get production. As long as our society
for authority.
Thanks, in large part to the ad- the majority of problems it is intended tired of having their decisions made values an ever increasing rate of
material production, then we must
ministration, I have become the en- to control. If the law is pushed in one's for them.
Jim Rossiter suffer the consequences. The only
forcer of yet another constraint upon face every waking day of the schooi
R.A. Randall Second Floor solution (since a technical solution is
the students' freedom of choice i.e. the year, one begins to dislike the law.
impossible) is a change in values from
I like to believe I deal with adults
drinkin~ age. Not only was this the
emphasis on material production to
straw that broke th~ RA's back (andl here at UNH, thus, they in turn, should
emphasis on agriculture, social sermean that literally), it is a straw that I demand that I treat them as such. My
vices and other values which insure
believe should effect the students' as only problem is that the constraints of
long term environmental and social
the job, incapacitate my ability to do
well.
stability.
Accordin~ to the University, I am so. How do other colleges and univer• To the Editor:
Each student, teacher and
not only supposed to reprimand the sities manage with R.A.s in the
I would like to add the following
delinquent behavior of the minor who dorms? The fact is, the dorm damage comments to the ''Technology'' educational profession must be willing
is drinking, I'm also not supposed to is non-existant in comparison to UNH,
discussion currently in progress. Ms. to address the problems of society
let him/her see me sip my beer. Per- and the students take pride in main- Neticks has correctly pointed out that which relate to them if we are to hope
sonally, I can't stomach the ~rson taining their living environment. The · the products of applied science run the for solutions to our present and future
who projects himself as the idea1role only way a person learns responsible
range from beneficial (medical problems. If we aren't part of the
moael. How can I respect and admire behavior is if they're given a share of research, solar technology) to solution, then we are part of the
a person who makes me feel insecure responsibility. The majority of tne
questionable (nuclear technologies, problem.
K. Greene
about my values by telling me that my violence and damage in the dorms is genetic engineering) to detrimental
directed at those who assume responchoice is not a good one?
(energy consumption, environmental
I am not condoning alcohol use or siblility for the decisions that are
pollution). The existence of this range
abuse; quite the opposite in fact. If a made, concerning the dorm as a of benefits, however, suggests that
·
freshman only views his fell ow whole.
science in our society is "applied in a
The most .disheartening aspect of somewhat haphazard manner and that •
collegiates' drinking habits from the
Editor:
inside of a dorm room with the stereo this job is that I had a greater effect on the •~ppliers" (who range from scien- To"the
... And God said, let there be light,
too loud to think much less converse, people's attitudes, self-concepts, and tists to businessmen and industrialists
how is s/he to learn responsible behavior before I became a role to consumers) have in the past had a and there was." And the people said,
model. I am a leader by nature, but rather poor understanding of how let there be nukes and there were.
drinking?
Since I can't comfortably partake in why is it I find members on my floor science relates to the life system and And, although there was light, a great
shadow fell amongst the people. But,
many of the social activities within the excercising a far greater degree of society around them.
dorm (drinking, smoking, or sex) positive influence on the other mem• . In turn, a legacy of poor understand- many could not perceive the shadow
for the light.
which would then give me credibility bers of the floor?
mg reflects on our educational process
Too much goddam light! Wasted
with the students as just a "regular
Fortunately my staff has encourand raises the following questions · light. Unnecessary light.
guy," on what level can we converse? aged students to take responsibility in
which should be considered both here
I was walking around our beautiful
The first that comes to my mind is, upholding the rules and regulations of
at UNH and at other higher campus in the light of the full moon on
parent-child. The point is, my Univ_ersity policy this semester, and educational institutions:
Monday night trying to memorize
behavior must fit so many guidelines you know what? Randall Hall has
1. Does each science discipline (pure
in order to be considered acceptable never been more cohesive, had less and applied) teach a course for its academia inflicted latin names when I
by the University, that I am placed on dorm damage, or been more con- majors which addresses the science- realized that the moon was not the only
a pedestal; one which is so unap- ducive to studying than it has been this environment-society issues which source of light reflecting off of my portable study units. This brought to mind
proachable to most students, that I year.
relate to its pro1ess1on or have some
I just hope students will learn to disciplines been content to teach only great unrest and lack of understanbecome a target instead of a friend.
My contention in writing this letter redirect their dissatisfaction with theory? Will our future scientists, ding. Why was there this light emanais that students aren't any more current University policy by claiming teachers, and professionals produced ting from every building around me at
10:30pm?
·
violent this year, than they were last the responsibilities that are rightfully
2. Do ·business programs teach
Were there hundreds of diligent
year. Rather, the new drinking age is theirs, even if that means terminating similar courses for their majors, or
students, both undergraduate and
will business students graduate with graduate, as well as dedicated
the misconception that science and professors burning the midnight
Dana Jennings
Editor-In-Chief
technologies are simply tools for en- nukes? My knowledge of college life
Anne Langlois
_ Managing Editors
terprise? Will our future businessmen told me that yes there probably were a
Tom Lynch
· and economists have the proper un- few, but, the amount of lights that
John Elliott
Business Manager
derstanding and conscience to con- were on told me that there had to be
Beth Albert
News Editors
sider the long term damages which ·a lot of waste.
Rachel Gagne
will result from misapplications of
So, as I walked mesmerizing my
l:ee Hunsaker
Sports Editor
science?
P .S. U. 's I went inside T-Hall,
Brendan DuBois
Features Editor
3. Are there interdisciplinary Murkland, DeMerrit, Conant, James,
Jonathan Blake
Photo Editor
programs for us ootential consumers and Spaulding and went through the
Joan Mullaney
Advertising Manager
which will give us a basic underhalls and rooms which were lit
standing of the proper relationsbip bechecking for signs of life and turning
tween ourselves, science and o_l!!:_ e_!!:
off unneeded lighting. As expected it
Clrculatlon
BlilNader
vironment? Does each sicence, was rare to find anyone. Most of the
Assistant
Alan Lord
Larry McGrath
business, and other discipline on cam· rooms were vacant and many lit
Andyflelds
Production
pus attempt to teach about the hallways gained access only to the ofLinda Gellman
Associate
Lonnie Brennan
problems of society which best relate fices of professors and grad-students
Boston Neary
to its profession, or again, have who were not around and surely
Cathy Plourde
Production Staff
Sharon Holllck
Joel Brown
disciplines been content to teach wouldn't be returning prior to 7:00 am
JIii Piank
Gary Crossan
theory and avoid the real issues of Tuesday at the earliest.
Lorraine Pitts
JackLow
society?
Nancy Langlois
The ironic point of all of this switch
Andrea Coville
A final comment on the misconcep- flipping was how many switches were
Mark Luebbers
Carolyn Madden
tion that science can "e:et us out" of furnished with such signs of awareness
!}Yf present problems. As indicated,
Judith Haig
and wit as, "Please turn off lights
Photographers
BIii HIii
better science education and ap:
when not in use" and "A switch in time
George Newton
Typists
Sue Wessels
plication can help, but those who have
Gary Crossan
saves energy.''
Linda Lyons
Nancy Hobbs
studied the issue agree that the major
Why people don't turn out lights
Valerie Lloyd
Barbie Walsh
problems we face are "problems
Louise Girard
when they leave at night, is a mystery
Dave LaBlanca
without technical solutions"
Lori Ethridge
4> me. When I think of the hundreds of

Technology

Energy

RAs
To the Editor:
As a Resident Assistant, I greatly
appreciate the concern which was exoressed in the article and editorial iri
Tuesday's issue of The New Hampshire regarding the R.A. 's role here
at UNH. I can empathize to a certain
extent, with those R.A. 's whose very
well-being has been endangered
because of their title, or committment
to upholding University policy. I,
however, would like to pass on to the
student of UNH, a slightly different
opinion concerning the R.A. 's role.
It is obvious after reading the article
in The New Hampshire that the job of
Resident Assistant has changed
dramatically since the implementation of the new drinking age. But has
it really? The R.A. has always been
subject to ridicule and criticism, a sort
of moving target. Because I am the

the
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times I've turned out the kitchenette
and bathroom lights on my floor in
Randall, I think of how it saves less
cumulative energy all semester than
is wasted in one minute of any given
night in all academic buildings across
campus.
At 11 pm security locked the doors
which ended my lights-off detail. I ended up in Spaulding where I studied a
while longer, but my mind remained
on energy conservation and I thought
how ridiculous it is that we are being
subjected to an energy surcharge increase. If we were more conscientious
we could probably turn the tides and
get an abatement rather than an increase.
Many say nukes are an evil
necessity that we can't do without. I
say bullshit. Energy waste is a
problem that is widespread
throughout our country. We as a portion of the controlling force of our
future economy should start here at
home and stop the absurd waste that
forces us to use dangerous means of
producing energy. Conservation is the
first step in answering our energy
problems.
And without further ado, I leave you
with a strong and sincere scream, no
nukes.
Brett A. Cherrington
206 Randall Hall

Iran
To the Editor:
Professor Rothwell's Dec. 5th talk
on Iran, and the three forces responsible for the revolution, although full of
interesting facts, falls short of a
realistic analysis of that situation.
The first force - cited was the
minority groups. It is difficult to agree
on their importance in the happenings
before the revolution, for even though
their power looms large at this
moment, and any future upheavel in
this country will make them the central issue, before the revolution they
were not a major force as a minority
group.
The other two forces which were undeniably responsible, pointed towards
the fact the Shah's mistake was
mainly his modernization pace whidt
proved to be to fast. This is indeed an
oversimplification, and shows a
double standard maintained by the
country's intelligencia towards t!1e

leaders of the third world countries
and their moral conduct.
"The shah as the president of the
United States" is an obvious way of
making a point which is nonetheless
subtle. His judgement would surely
have been different.
A very important factor in this
revolution was the hate which people
bore in regard to the U.S.; and the
blame they lay upon the "guardianship" of the shah. It illustrates well
that the charge against the nation and
the frenzy of the crowds in their condemnation are born of a long festering
wound rather than rhetoric whipped
for the occasion.
So finally, on examination, we still
have three forces, but somewhat
changed. The first being the western
interve9tionist policies, the second the
Shah and his encouragment of corruption, and third which agrees with
Professor Rothwell, and that is the
mistakes of economy.
Y. Gharagozlou
Graduate Student
Mechanical Engineering Dept.

Iran
To the Editor:
In response to Bill Grant's recent
letter in The New Hampshire
requesting the deportation of all
Iranian students from the United
States, I would like to say that I totally
disagree with this course of action.
This feeble proposal to seek revenge
on the Iranian government for its
inhumane conduct towards the
American hostages can be considered
at most, childish. If we attempt to
combat uncivilized behavior with uncivilized behavior, we can not consider
ourselves any more responsible or
humanistic than the Ayatollah
Khomeini himself. We would· be
descending to his level by resorting to
a simplistic means of retaliation
which\ incidentally, would probably
have little if any positive effect on the
current situation and could have
several negative consequences.
I understand the angry feelings that
Bill Grant and many other Americans
feel towards all Iranians at this time.
However, taking one's anger out on
those Iranians who are not -accountable for the present insidious actions
of a religious fanatic and his followers

It is my favorite because of all of you qualified and respected candidate·excan only serve to exacerbate the
already painfully difficult situation. and the opportunity it gives our Red press his views on the major issues
Irresponsibility does not counteract Cross Blood Services. We are · facing us today.
David Goodwin
scheduled for December 10th through
irresponsibility. It's as simple as that.
Room 218 Hunter
Judy Corello the 13th - 10 am-3 pm at the MUB,
International Students Office because we need a terrific response!
Heather Wing
Huddleston Hall · And where else would we be greeted so
Dover
enthusiastically for a four day period!
I know how busy you all are and how
much you have yet to do scholastically
and-socially. We are staffing madly to
insure there will be no back up! You
can help us achieve this too! Please,
don't wait until the last day-it makes
To the Editor:
it much harder for you and if you can"A Farewell to Hockey"
not stay, it makes it harder for the
I've rung the bell, l've led the cheer patients who may need your.donation!
I know, too, that you want to give at
In Snively Arena for the last two years
But now its time to say goodbye this time and will do your best, so we
And leave that feeling, that natural will make your surroundings as
delightful and pleasing as possible! !
high.
I am impatient for the drive to start
so that I can see you all and wish you
It's been a rush, that's for sure
the best of holidays! We love you allScreaming out-1,2,3, We want more
Or ·saying hello as the opponent pays we need you badly so let's share this
time of giving together!
his due
Sincerely,
In the penalty box - We're talking
Jerry Stearns
about you!!

Farewell

TheNH
needs:
Accounts
Manager

VourDurh!anl Rod CrOli:lil

Yes it's all been fun, but it cannot l~~t
It's time now for the bell and cheer to
pass
To another "shy and reserved" young
fan
Be that a woman or be that a man.
My only hope is to return someday
And hear a fan in the arena say
Is this not a hockey game? in thundering voice
And watch as all the others begin to
rejoice
For now they realize the time has
come
To let each team know just how it has
done
And for the Cats who all week have
dreamed
To hear that yes, They are the Winning
Team.
ArtShaw

Red
Cross
To the Editor:
To our dear Red Cross Friends;
Because of the approach of the
holiday season, I think our blood drive
in December is my_favorite.

BloodDrive
P .S. Anyone who has ever yearned
to play Santa Claus, need only come
see me and the job will be his at his
convenience! ! r Excellent working
conditions and terrific associates! !
Salary: Red Cross "Gourmet"
refreshments!

Advertising
Associaie
Co-copy
Editor

Bush
To the Editor:
This coming Monday, Dec. 10th,
Ambassador George Bush will be in
the Strafford Room of the MUB at 7: 30
pm. Mr. Bush will give an introductory
speech-and then answer any questions
you may have about his candidacy for
the presidency of the United States.
Some of Ambassador Bush's
qualifications include: Serving as the
chief U.S. liason officer in China for
two years, Acting as Director of the
Central Intelligence Agency, Working
as a United States congressman from
Texas, and heading the Republican
party's national committee in the post
Watergate years, a time when many
people _thought the party would collapse.
All are invited to come and see
George Bush on Monday at 7:30. This
is an excellent opportunity to hear a

Photo
Editor
Applications
inRm.151 MUB
Deadline
Dec. 10

GET INVOLVED
Applications are now being accepted for
Chairman of the

STUDENT ACTIVITY FEE COUNCIL
of the
STUDENT SENATE
interested persons should contact
SBVP Cheryl Brown
in the

STUDENT ACTIVITY OFFICE
Rm~ 130 MUB
· tel. 2-1494

10am.-6pm.
- December 6 & 7, Granite State Rm.

Memorial Union, University of New Hampshire
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"High Button Shoes" dances and stumbles
"High Button Shoes" will be performed through December 8 at
the Johnson Theater. Performances begin at Bp. m. For ticket
information, call 862-~290.

By Kim Billings
Mark Proctor and Scott
Severence, the two conniving
rarely successful business partners in the University production of "High Button Shoes," will
be famous someday.
Proctor's name will be flashing
in lights on Broadway. Severence
will be in the Guiness Book of
World Records for selling the
most Fuller brushes.
The play depicts the wheelings
and dealings of Harrison Floy,
playetl IJy S~v~nmc~, aml bi:s

subordinate partner, Pontdue,
played by Proctor.
The play attempts to recapture
the flavor of the silent movie eraa story of innocent people conned
into buying phony real estate
stock from the Floy-Pontdue
team. The action takes everyone
to Atlantic City where "The
Keystone Ballet" lead the cast OP
a cops and robbers chase.
Proctor is an enthusiastic actor
who dives into his part without

hitting his head on the bottom.
Severance? Thud~
Severance stumbles in and out,
getting in his own way, too loud
and overly confident.
Proctor entertains the audience . Severance entertains himself.
After seeing Severence in
Univeristy plays since the fall of
1977, I see no change in his
development as an act_or.
He has been stereotyped too
many times to the point where he
cannot overcome the typecasting to develop a unique
character.
In this play, as in his past UNH
perfomances he is a Scapino,
Hysterium, Bill Walker, and
Harrison Floy all wrapped up in
one.

This is Proctor's sixth play on
the Johnson theater stage, the
fourth in which he has played a
major role. There has been a
progressive change in his acting.
He is funnier that ever; at the
same time he possesses a certain
amount of humbleness.
The choreography, superbly
directed by Jean ~attox, who
was a member of the chorus in
the original Broadway production of "High Button Shoes,"

.5aves the show. Mattox was
assisted by "'Hannah Murray
and Deborah Fairclough.
''The Keystone Ballet,'' a
hodge-podge of the entire cast in
a chase· scene, is fast-paced
almost to the point of confusionbut it never becomes confusing
because of the uniqueness of the
characters and their costumes. It
involves everything from
Keystone Kops to early twentieth-century bathing beauties.
And, of course, Floy and Pontdue.
Gilbert Davenport is the scenic
and costume designer for the
show. He does an accurate job of
depicting the cinematic 1913 set.
"The Keystone Ballet" resembles a magician's shell game--the
~udiPnoiP

D9'79r

.know£ u,hioh

bath-house door the two conmen
will emerge from.
The other two ballets, "Texas
Ballet" and "Get Away Ballet,"
were filled with music, noise and
color. The three succeeded in
upgrading the performances
immensely.
The orchestra, under the direction of Henry Wing, was upbeat,
but had the habit of getting in the Mark :Proctor and SCott &everance play Pontdue and Harrison
way of the actors' voices during Floy in the UNH production of "High Button Shoes." (Dave La
Bianca photo)
"SHOES~\ page 9

Batcheller directs the plays
By Kim Billings

"We chose 'High Button Shoes'
because it serves in expanding
and developing our dance
program here at UNH," said
Professor Joseph Batcheller, dirctor of the current University
production.
Jean Mattox, with the assistance of Hannah Murray and
Deborah Fairclough, choreographed the song numbers.
Mattox was a chorus memr
in the original Broadway sho,·
. "Someone like Jear..

terrific,''. Batcheller said admiringly. "She has the ability to
do a lot with the students.''
Murray and Fairclough
assisted in the staging of the
numbers.
"They understood what to do
with it," Bathceller continued.
"The things that come out in the
numbers are things that they did-original things.''
According to Batcheller, who
!ls been at UNH since 1944, the
1y was also chosen because of
st.
____ -~?!'h;' interest in the

"The play is a bit of nostalgia,"
he said, pointing from the empty
seats of the theater to the sets on
stage. "Students who see it will
know what was in style in 1913.
The style of dress, mannerisms,
the essence of a Mack Sennet
ballet."
Much of the dialogue between
Flo and Pontdue are aspects of
vaudeville, according to Bat·
chelder.
"It is a combination of things,"
he said. "It not only gives the·
audience a sense of th~. past, but

features,etc.
it is also good training for the actors."
Batcheller admits that the
play is stereotyped. "But," he.
adds, "one has to remember the
era we're working with.''
Batcheller stressed that they
were not an educational ·theater.

"Rather," he said, "we're a
theater involved with education.
We couldn't do a show like this
again and again. There has to be
variety."
He used ''Benchley, Inside
Himself" as an example of contrast.
"It had never been performed
before,'' he said. ''The students
were working with something
completely new and fresh. They
had nothing to compare themselves to."
The UNH Theater has-perfo~~~
ed everything from Shakespeare
to Ibsen to Shaw.
''The variety,'' said Batcheller
"benefits both those performing
and those watching."
He also differentiated in directing a musfcaf-comedy, such as
a "High Button Shoes," from a
"straight legitimate show"
without music.
"Directing musical-comedy is
an assembly-line kind of thing "
he said. "There is an over~ll
director, who develops the style,
the chara_cters, and _the dialogue
BATCHELLER, page 8
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How I almost became a M.oonie
The recruiting power of the Moonies should not
be underestimated. Even I, an opi~ionated athiest,
came perilously close to spending my life standing
on a street comer, glassy eyed and smiling, selling
flowers to tourists. While living in San Francisco
for 11 months during 1978, the Moonies appreached me several dozen times.
For a young person to attract a Moonie in San
Francisco is easy. First, go to Fisherman's Wharf, a
bus station, or any other place people new in town
might go. If possible, wear a knapsack, or at least
carry a map. A lost and naive look rounds out
your package, virtually assuring you a quick
Moonie response.
The first day I was in San Francisco, I sat down
in a McDonald's near the bus station with a cup of
coffee and a map. Within a minute a man of about
30, with short dirty blond hair, came over and
asked me that classic Moonie question, "Are you
new in town?"
He was, of course, very friendly and when he

artists and musicians, I folded my map and hopped into his beat up Chevrolet. (Fortunately, I'd
left my knapsack at the bus station so I was
travelling light.)
The Church's house was a well kept Victorian
not unlike many other upper class homes in San
Francisco. The only difference was splotches of
reef pafot discoioring the sidew~lk.
When the door opened I was immediately
greeted by a young woman who served as the
other half of the double-team that worked me for
the rest of the evening.
Inside, the house buzzed with happiness and
good will. Some members helped each other
prepare a vegetarian meal, others greeted old
members and their new recruits. Everyone was
smiling. Everyone was happy.
These smiles never left the faces of my two
salespeople. Everything I said, no matte~ how
stupid or mundane, elicited a positive response
(~nd often a "shared experience") from them. The

teresting person in the world--although not
altogether unjustified--was being artificially
created.
I sat on the floor crosslegged and nervous in a
circle of about 30 people, half men, half women.
A handful of moonies handled the food and
dishes. "Thank you's" and "oh really, I know
what you mean" s floated from the smiling lips of
these beautiful people.
There was no mention of the Unification
Church or Reverend Moon.__ Religion wasn't even
mentioned except for a_ couple of referenc~s to
Jesus Chris! _dropped near the end of _the presentation which followed the meal.
We all set up chairs and I was hustled into the
first row so "I could be close to the love." Several
people sang, one man played a flute. Another
group of moonies who I had been told had just
landed a recording contract sang horribly. We
were all encouraged to join in the singing while the
moonies in the group spoke glowingly of the
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working in mixed pairs as usual. I was enraged. I
along. I wanted to go, didn't 17 my friends
walked around telling the people they were acasked.
continued from page 12
costing who they were and what they wanted. A
An instinctual need to avoid this confusion told
music.
Moonie who had claimed the night before he was
I found it suprisingly difficult not to feel the me I didn't want to go, but they persisted. "Why
a doctor chan~ed his story several times when
same way as several dozen apparently happy not, Pennis? We think you'll enjoy it." ·More
pressed, finally admitting he was only qualified as
people did. In a controlled environment like this I smiles.
"a doctor of love."
I muttered something abo~t not believing in abfelt not to feel joy was to be abnormal. Like I was
I could even pick out the ones who hadn't been
untied,
sneakers
door,
the
out
hurried
and
solutes
reason.
no
for
time
good
else's
ruining everyone
at the house by a glassy stare in their eyes (accommy Moonie friend staring puzzledly. I walked fast,
Was the music really good? I couldn't seem to tell.
panied of course by that mindless Moonie smile.)
A slide show followed the singing. A chubby 15 blocks up hills, through ghettos, past muggers,
supervisor, a man of about 50 (and lacking
Their
sanity.
and
Hostel
Youth
the
to
and exuberant woman mixed talk of the commune back
look), came over and repeatedly offered
glassy
the
been
had
who
man
the
saw
I
morning
next
The
Something
order.
universal
some
of
that
with
to discuss my views elsewhere over a cup of cofabout how a rose given to her by another "house- playing the flute standing in front of Macy's
fee. My shouting did not break this man's cool; he
friend" had made her cry that morning and how playing for money. When I asked him why he
kept repeating the offer over and over so I went to
those
me
told
he
California,
northern
in
wasn't
when a person in Paris jumps up sh~ comes down
get a security guard. But the guard said there was
just like a person in San Francisco, therefore there people were Moonies and he had only gone over
nothing that could be done because San Francisco
is an understandable ordering to the universe. The for a free meal. There were usually protestors in
. has no loitering laws.
Moonies laughed at her jokes and commented on front of the house, he ·said, and the red paint on
I was the only one of more ,than a dozen
what good points she was making. Slides of their the sidewalk covered anti-mooriie grafitti.
newcomers who I saw leave that night. The flute
This information jolted me. The irony of having
farm in northern California were interspersed with
pbyer said more t-han half u~uo.11y vvtnt to the
to pay to become a Moonie--1 couldn't help but
smiling faces of happy Moonies swimming,
farm. The truly disturbing thing about all this is
grin. This grin was broken, however, when I went
smgmg, or playing in piles ot leaves.
that it can happen to anyone-even me.
to the bus station to pick up my knapsack.
A bus for this wonderful farm was leaving tn 20
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PAID POSITIONS
OPENING FOR NEXT
SEMESTE R ...
Programming
Manager

Technical
Director

Stop bytheS.T.V.N. office, rm.110 MUB
for more information on these PAID
positions. GAIN VALUABLE EXPERIENCEIII
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NITE!

they'll stay up with me

til 12:00 midnight
through exams!

and

FREE COFFEE-

will autographNEW HAMPSHIRE
FOUR SEASONS

WITH EVERY SANDWICH!

A beautiful gift
idea!
Refreshments and many
specials.

OUR FINAL OFFER!
When your eyelids get heavy and your stomach
starts growling for something good-remember ...
we'll be staying up late with you. During finals period,
December 16-22, we will be staying open until
12:00 midnight to make studying during those late
nights easier.

"Between 8:00P.M. and midnight,
we will give a FREE cup of
Coffee with the purchse of
any sandwich."

for sale
Reahstlc STA-64 Stereo Reclever w/
Quatravox - $250. Pair of Realistic Optlmus SB 3-way speakers - $250. Entire system for
$450. Call 862-2373 ask for Rich In rm. 264.

12/1.t

Heathkit Transceiver for sale. 2 meter
moblle unit. lnlcuded: Encoder mlc. for
auto-patch, moblle antenna, AC power
converter and carrying case. Call Mark at
659-2537 evenlngs.12/7
.
NORDICA HI-PERFORMANCE MENS SKI BOOTSExcellent condition. New $200.00, Selling
· Price $80.00, Size 11. 'medlum-Rve, call 9646701 Evenings. These are worth lfll 12/7
Save $300 NOWI I distribute complete line of
major Name Brand Stereo Speakers. Call
Mark 749-4719. Aggressive salespersons
wanted. 12/14
CAMERA FOR SALE: MINOLTA 110 ZOOM SLR
complete with protective UV fitter for lense,
lense hood, camera strap, Qnd Minolta
flash system No. 25. Takes beautiful pictures. Easy to operate. EXCELLENT CONDITION. WARRANTY
wOOD on camera
unttl June 16, 1980. Received a, a gift
several months ago. (:;OMPLETE PACKAGE
FOR ONLY $180 (Retall value $295). WIii
make an outstanding Christmas gift. If In. terested, call Nick at 436-2335. Please leave
message If not home. 12/14

snu

1970 VW Bug, engine not used since valv~
Job, completely tuned. $250.00. 659-6395 or
772-5508. Carl 12/7
For Sale Pair of Pioneer top of the llne
speakers • retail 950 plus wlll tell for S400.
Kenwood KR6400 Reclever $225. Kenwood
KX620 Cassette deck $175, entire system for
$700. Call 868-2668 ask for Bob 12/11

For Sale• 8'x12' Lee short shag wool carpet.
Used In dorm room for two semesters. In
good condition. Antique gold. Asking $25
or 8.0. Call 862-1673, or 868-9837, ask for
Llll. 12/7
BICYCLE ENTHUSIASTSIII Schwinn Paramount
P-13 for aate-black wltt't chrome lugs, full
"Campy," clement "seta extra" silk fires.
morel Must seel Call 749-1825 anytime!
4
Reel-to-Reel tapes cheapl Also Panasonic
cassette recorder good for classroom
recording. Telefunken AM-FM radio wltri
adaptor, great reception. Call Jeff 207-4393756 after 6.12/14

i~::

BURGER

KING

"Good luck on your Finals
and enjoy a well deserved vacation!"

®

1974 AMC Matador Station Wagon Oct.
stick. Runs well, needs no work. Must sell,
Call Chad at 431-5907 evenings. 12/11

For Sale: Cross-Country skis. EMS super-light
touring skis, 210 cm with bindings and
pales. An excellent buy at $60.00. Call
Diane, 659-6374. 12/7
For sale: studded snow fires H78-14. used,
good condition, $40/palr, Hart Rook skis, 180
cm., used, $30. Olin Mark I skis, 195 cm,
used, $30 . Kenmore ZlgZag Sewing
Machine with carrying case-$25. 664-9680
• after 5 p.m. 12/7
Nikko NA-590 Integrated AMP 35 watts/side
For Sale: 1972 Pinto Squire Wagon. Engine In
at .059. T.H.D. Zo-Zokhz bass, treble, loudgreat shape, body some rust. All set for winness subsonic fllter controls. Retall $220,
ter. $750. Call Judy at 7~2-2286, leave
asking $175. Used less than 1 week. Richard
message If I'm not home.12/7
Ford 862-1581 or 868-9782. 12/7
1970 Ford LTD. In need of some repair, but a , Skls-K-2 255 soft with Solomon 505 bindingsskied on 1 season, good shape-$150-Ask for
great car to beat on at school. Large
Don at 8~8-1324. 12/14
·
enough for road trips. $225.00. Call 8689850 or 2-1589 and ask for Harold In room
1 pr. whrfe wan snow fires; size 1SS-13; never
213.12/14
mounted or used; see Paul 528 Babcock;
868-9887; $35. 12/14
1979 Oldsmoblle flrenza like new, Just turFor sale, 1 pr. Hexel ComP.etltlon, Excellent
ned 12,000 miles. V-6, 3.8 litre engine, AM·
FM stereo with 8-Track red with red velour InCondition, 195cm., $85.oo, 1 pr. Roastgnot
terior. Alklng $4,750. Paul 862-3259 or 2·
Strato 122, 207cm, good coi,n1t1,:,~. $50.00,
1 pr. large competlflon boots, 1O½, good
1170. 12/14
For Sale: '72 V.W. Beetle, orange, 77,000
condition $50.00 please call early AM, PM
miles, recent tune-up, 28 mpg, need money
868-1164. 12/14.
$1250 call 868-9739, campus 2-1656. Ask for
1975 Pontiac Ventura. Small v-8, good mpg.
Mike In 217 Congreve. 12/11
Excellent cond., no rust, sliver. $2200 or b.o.
1969 VW Bug. 58,000 mUes; Michelin radials,
Call after 6 p.m. 868-9743. Ask tor Eric. 12/7
new muffler, excellent engine and trans.
Needs some work-electrlcar, steering, some
72 Plymouth Fury for sale. Good running
rust. $4000 or Best Offer. Call 868-7183. 12/14
cond. Body sound $350.00 or best offer. Call
John at 659-2098 after 7 :00 12/ 11
1969 Camaro, 4-speed, new V8, no rust (car
from Florida), PS, PB, A/C, mags, •tadlalt, ltn·
Pontiac Tempest-1966. Gooa· cond.-low
maculate Interior, very good exterior, $1500
mileage-snow fires-light blue-$275.00. 926or best offer. 868-5288. 1_2/7
5122-mornlngs and evenings 12/7

f~~

Moving, must sell. 1979 Camaro, small V-8 ,
silver with black Interior, AM/FM stereo
~~- ~~1~r1es, 6-month warranty. Call
3
1969 VW Bug. 58,000 miles, Mlchelln
radials, new muffler, excellent engine and
trans. Needs some work-electrical, steering,
some rust. $400 or Best Offer. Call 868-7183.
12½7.
30 MPG Toyota Corolla 5 spd. 1978, Blue,
20,000 miles. Super clean-bought used from
dealer In May, too small for mel $3200. Call
Tom, 742-1542 days, 749-4518 evenings.
Also- 1972 Mustang, 302 V-8, High MIieage.
Needs minor body work. One owner earl
$300.12½7
1971 Ford Galaxle 500. 55,000 ml., excellent
running condition. Body: good condition.
New parts: SHOCKS, BRAKES, EXHAUST, BAT·
tery $700 664-9035. 12/14
1973 Olds Delta 88 good running cond. •
great winter car $400 or best offer. Call
Randy659-5002.12/11
1966 Ford Falrlane, excellent 289 engine,
No rust, only 23,000 original mlles. Stored for
-~ ,lears. Asking $1400. Call 6595 2
Found, "oriental" Rug covered with beer
stains and fire tracks In vicinity of Garrison
Ave. "Owners beware" because this baby
~s r,~rth thousands. Call Fly by night movers.
2
Lost: WIii the fellow who took Winnie from
the front of the library the Wednesday
before Thanksalvlna PLEASE call Kate at 862. 1769 or436-6017 lmmedlately.12/14.

k~~

Live-In mother's helper/babysitter, rural

~1~~o1 r~,r1~eeded. Rm, bd and Salary.
FIELD EXPERIENCES FOR SUMMER 1980
EARLY APPLICATION DEADLINES
A credit course, a Job related to your major,
and pay.National Chemical Company,
NewJersev
Chemical Engineering major, completed
Junior year-$1100 plus a monrn.
Mechanical Engineering major, completed
Junior year-$900 plus a month.
Computer Science maJor, completed Junior
year-$1000 plus a month.
December 21 , 1979 deadline.
National Manufacturer, Consumer Electronics, Southeastern MA
Computer Science maJor, completed Junior
year; application of computer controlled
~~~~~~~1-~i ~!~d'ri~!~nware-$6.00 plus an
National Park Service, summer employment
for History majors only-$3.57-$4.51/hr.
DeadllneJan. 15.
Call 862-1184 for appointment.
ARTIST WANTED- To sketch (pen & Ink) 15-20
drawings for a published report. Excellent
pay. Call evenings at 436-6276, ask for
Holly.12/14

Franconia Ski School at Cannon Mt. Is
looking for part-time and full-time ski Instructors for the 1979-80 ski season. For Information write Franconia Ski School, Box 351,
Franconia, NH 03580. 12/11
FIELD EXPERIENCES AVAILABLE SEMESTER II
A credit course, a Job related to your major,
and pay.
·
Ride wanted from Newmarket to UNH MonStudents must meet departmental
day thru frlday. Must be at UNH by 7:15AM,
quallflcaflons and register for field ex659-3295. Carl, wlll share expenses. 12/7.
periences.
Concord, part time, state executive office,
Rider wanted to go to Virginia with me In a
$960 semester.
U-Haul on Dec. 8, must drive part way. OneGeography,
History, Economics majors.
wayl Call Cathy at 868-7573. 12/11 .
Concord, part-time, Office of State Planning, $960 semester.
Geography, History, Economics, AdGraduate or undergraduate In computer
ministration majors.
_
science, physical sciences, or engineering
Lawrence, MA part-time , Economic
needed for work In Gamma Ray Astronomy
Development Office, $960 semester.
Group (Physics). Contact Pat Ferguson, 862Economics, Administration, Geography,
2750. 12/14
History majors.
A credit course, a Job related to your major,
Hampton, part-time, prepare town tax
and pay.
~
maps, $3.60 hr.
National Computer Manufacturer, WestClvll Engineering majors.
boro, MA.
Portsmouth, up to 20 hrs. Including M&W
Computer Science, completed Junior year;
evenings, Library Aide, $4.20 hr.
language
development,
systems
Library Science Minor or A.A.
programmlng-$5.50 hr.-December 21, 1979
Local private agency, up to 20 hrs., work
deadline. Call 862-1184 for appointment.
study or paid.
.
Two Work Study positions avallable at
Geography, History or Economics majors.
Neighborhood Youth Center In Portsmouth
Boston, Junior Accountant In Insurance
10-15 hours a week. A youth worker and
Agency, full or part-time, $5 hr.
outdoor aroup leader needed. ResponConcord, State Agency, Accounting or
slbllltles Include staffing a drop-In center
Merchandising Projects, College WorKana 1eaamg srnan groups m ~aucar1onc:, . Stude.
recreational and social experiences. For
Newburyport, MA. Scientific Mfgn., comfurther Information contact Kathleen
puter Science, Electrical Englneerlng, $4150Costello at 436-3810 or 431-6703. We are on
6. hr.
the Karl Van Route. 12/7
Call 862-1184 for an appointment.
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Announcement of this course was inadvertently
omitted from the Time& Room Shcedule for Semester II

THINKING ABOUT THINKING

C

!~

VACATION
TO PREPARE

ti

KIi

•
N

Educational Center

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

_4 credits; no prerequisites; Tues & Thurs 7-9p.m.
Ham. Smith 225. Add card during first session

USEYOUR

LJ

Professor John A. Beckett

Holiday Compacts: Start now
and continue at any of our over
80 centers nationwide .

An exploration in the origins, history, similarities
and contrasts of ways of seeing and thinking in
cultures of the world.

CALL FOR DETAILS
DAYS, EVENINGS AND WEEKENDS

(617) 482-7420

For Information About Other Centers In More Than 80 Major US Cities & Abroad
Outside NY state CALL TOLL FREE: I00-223-1782

WHETHER USED ON THIS CAMPUS OR NOT

.....

M·ue

A highly touted look at the stuff
that men and women sacrifice
their homes, their hearts, and
their humanity for.
"Dope Millionaire" - A
bill ion dollars in a gym bag, an
Uzi machine gun, and a hot tub
filled and ready to go.
"Bitch Goddesses ''. - Meet
Sue Ann, Goddess of Success, in
the Back Seat of a Car.
"The Little Engine 'That Did"
- A successful young choochoo
train pays the price for a stackfull
of toot.
"Closet at the Top" - The
pressures of an assistant relief
manager of one of America's most
dynamic grocery stores.
"The Woman's Undress for
Success Book" - A delightful
peek at the hard-driving
businesswoman from a number of
interesting angles.

•

Hi Ilsboro-Su 11 1van Room
Tues-Ffi Dec 18-2-1
9:00- - 4:00
"A service provided the UNH Bookstore"
by

for rent
Dover-Two bedroom apartment for sublet,
until August 1, two fireplaces, attic, new
appliances, wood floors, quiet, on K-Van,
unfurnished. Pets o.k., call evenings 7493466.12/7.
Sublet ava. Jan 1st Newmarket. 3 bedroom,
large kitchen/living room, w/w carpet all
rooms. On K-Van near Stone Church. Oc•
cupancy ,or 4, $97.50/person/month In•
eluding heat/hot water, electricity extra.
Ceave name and number for Al at 862-1718
or Ed at 862-2250 days or 659-5950 nights.
12/14.

Apartment for sublet• January 1. 2 bedroom
spacious living rm. $250.00/mo. plus electricity. On Karl-van rt. Available through
summer/pool. Call 742-8254 after 9 pm 12/7
Apartment for rent 2 bedroom kitchen,
living room. $250 month plus utilities. Hot
water Included. Call 742-5999 night time. Ar•
turo or Andy 12/11
Apartment for rent. 230/mo Includes heat &
elec. Route 155-3 miles to UNH, woods &
water In back. Available December 15th, 5
month lease. Call659-2517.12/14.

roomates
Roommate Needed-Durham. $120/month,
Included all utllltles, own bedroom, unfurnished. Call Phil at 868-1286 anyttme.12/14.
Roomate wanted. Avail. now own bedrm.
rural setting, pets okay, 4 ml to UNH.
$160/mo and split utll. Call 749-0697. 12/7
Need a roommate? Female looking for
apartment to share In Dover second
semester. Prefer own room, nonsmokers, on
K-van. Contact Kathy, at 868-2556, after 5
om 1/18

Need female roommate to share 2
bedroom apt., own room, furnished,
Karlvan, $120 a month, heat Included, Call
Liane 749-1826.1/18
Roommate wanted for two bedroom apartment In Dover. Excellent location three
miles from campus on Karl-Van route.
Laundry facilities, pool, w/w carpet, electric
heat. Quiet, much privacy, $125.00 month
olus utllltes. Coll Tonv 742-4763. 12/11
Roomate wanted to share really nice furnished cottage on lake. Own room. Right on
lake, lots of woods, off Rt. 4, Northwood.
0,.fe ,-1, t4?!. nlus utll. 942-8215.12/7
Female roommate for apt.- ln_D_u_r-ha_m
__
Walking distance to campus. own
bedroom. Washer/dryer, living room, dining
room kitchen. $145/month Includes heaf,
electricity, rent. Security deposit. 868-1009
evenings 5-7 or after 11 p.m. 862-1562
before noon, Monday thru Friday. 12/11

Thanks sponsors, Jen and Denise; Thanks
lamplighter, Jaynl, and thanks big sis,
Ooriene: ·vou've made· pledging DZ the
oesr nme or my ure. You·re grean Love, M./'\.
12/,'h l
,,
'1,, :> , , I , , , ;. ..,
• ,

HO HO HO FRESHMAN CAMP COUNSELORS!
Get psyched for a gala Xmas party In Hubbard Lounge. 7:00 PM Tues. Dec. 11, Bring a
gift costing $2 or less & try to show up promptly as we will all be going caroling. so
exercise your vocal chor.dsl If you would
like to entertain bring your talent too.
12/11.
ISA presents a· Christmas Party with Dinner,
Entertainment, and Dancing. Sat., Dec. 8,
1979, 7:00 pm at Alumni Center. Tickets:
$3.50 members, $4.50 non-members.
Available at MUB Ticket Office. Dress: semiformal. 12/7
Typing • IBM Selectric 22 yrs. exp. Dissertations, reports, resumes, theses. 749-2692.
12/14

Professronal TYPING at Its best by Unlverslt-f
Secretarial Associates. IBM CORRECTING
SELECTRIC, choice of style, pitch; grammar,
punctuation,
spelling
corrected.
· Reasonable rates for superior quality. Diana
Schuman, 742-4858. 12/14
Typing- Fast and Accurate; 80 cents a page,
65 cents a page any paper over 30 pages
long. Call 742-6643 (Dover) for more Info.
12/14

Need a babysitter? The Commuter/Transfer
Center has a list of babysitters with relevant
data such as rates and avallablllty. Inquire
at Room 136, MUB.12/14
Ambassador George Bush, Republican
Presidential Candidate, will be speaking
Mon. Dec. 10 at 7:30 p.m. In the Strafford
Rm. MUB Sponsore by the Student Senate.
11/14

GET INVOLVED- Applications are now being
accepted for chairman of the Student Activity Fee Council of the Student Senate. Interested persons should contact SBVP
Cheryl Brown In the Student Senate Office.
Rm. 130 MUB tel 2-1494. 12/7
... "184 Washington Street..." "Love Is In the
air" ... ls.It the_magl_c of Christmas?!? 12/7
Becky-Hope you have the greatest time at
me PD. canrornla's great, but I wish I could
be there. Miss youll Love, Dott. (P.S.-Glt).12/7 i

Attention to the tall, curly haired,
mustached chap (with white auto/Connecticut license?). Last seen ot the BC/UNH
hockey game In navy down parka. Who are
you? From UNH Alumnus. Portsmouth, N.H.
12/7
If you like animals, and rolling In the snow. If
you like the water, and the taste of LambruscQ. Jf you like making love In the mountains, underneath the stars; Then I'm the
love that you've looked for. Run to me and
It's ours. 12/7
RAPE, MUGGING! CRIME RATE CLIMBING!
Protect yourself or loved one with Chemguard. Write for free Info: Unwell Distributors
Byx~16q1,Ports~o'r't~. ~H, 0~01.12/1,4,
' ' "... " ...
' ~

, ~-9·
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Season's Greetings Freshman Campers!
Show the true splrlt of camp and support
PROJECT NOEL. Any gifts (canned goods,
clothing, toys, etc.) you have for the needy
can de dropped off outside the Freshman
Camp 6Hice anytime or Dec. 6 • 7 at the
PROJECT NOEL booth, at the Xmax Crafts Fair
In the Granite State Rm. of the MUB. Tis the
season to be generous! fa la la la .... 12/7

Many thanks to Mike Devlin and Nancy
Hayes for their hard work and efforts which
made the Mclaughlin-Sawyer Semlformal a
success.12/7
Debbi, Cyndee, Sherri and Medora. You
guys are the best! Thanks for being there
and of course the roses! Loves, Cindy 12/7
Congratulations to the winners of the
Mclaughlin-Sawyer Raffle. Prizes awarded
were gift certificates from the Ski Shed. Winners were: Debbie Chounard-$10.00, Kim
Brown $25.00, and John Phllllps-$100.00.

Tina Stava-you're going to have the time of
your life this weekend. Be prepared for
good times and lots of booze. Rlch.12/7
To the Sigma Nu Epsilon Pledge Class. Get
Rick, Claude, and Dave: Congrats to the
Psyched for the P.D.11 Ifs whafyou make It•
three .newest members of AGRI You're all
since you're the best It wur be fhe bestil
super guys and deserve the very best. Lots
Jerry and Rich. 12/7
of luck! Karen and Deb. 1217.
Jennifer-I'm building a glacier In my
backyard over Christmas. Wanna try It? YB- · Dear John (Ralph) Qnd Jay. Thanks for the
_pizza and beer. ~~ve,_ the sisters and
OTT 12/7
pledges of Eesllon Zeta. 12/11 .
Randy-remember Harry Chapin, the broken
spokes, washing the car and the run along
Kevin-Congratulations, the end Is near;
the beach? Well, how could I forget your
you're the ballsl Had a great time being
21st? Lefs celebrate. Love always, your little
you're Big Bro. and becomlng friends. Good
friend. 12/7
Luck-Frank 12/7
Steve-Thanks for the long talks, friendship,
J.W., Rick, Rot, Nancy • Carol ... Heres to
sharing, (and carrying me home!). Hope you
champagne, dinner at the N.E.C., pledge
dances, and crazy Saturday nlghtsll 12/7
had a good semester. Welcome aboard
f~~ congratultlons-Your Secret Big Brother.
Area II Stag and Doe Chrlstmas party
Means: Come without a date. Dress classy.
Little Dougie-I cau~ht Kermie serenadln~
An awesome band called 'Smoke'I Tickets
Miss Piggy with the ' Rainbow Connection.
for Area II residents at Devine Desk. $2._ 12/7.
What Funl How about a party with Nell •
TYPING-Retired secretary, Experienced In all
Bobby D. Sat. nlte? Boston here we
types of term papers, also novels, short
come ... more VMIL than ever before, Little
stories, articles, etc. Reasonable rates.
Barb-"mol." 12/7.
Prompt service. Located within walking
DI, My Hankerln' Buddy! I gues we deserve
distance to UNH. 868-7078. Anita 20 Park
all of the abuse we're getting. But, at least
Court, Durham. 1/25.
we had run (I thlnkl??I) Here's to more wild
To our new DZ Sisters-Kathy Mes, Kathy H,
tlmesl Whooshll Love, Suzy Chapstlck.12/7
Claire, Maryann, Debbie J, Debbie M,
Area II Goes Wlldll Stag and Does Christmas
Lauren, Liz, "E", Beth F, Beth 0. You guys
Party, Strafford .Room, MUB 9 pm tonlte. All
were the best pledges, We love you, your
Area II residents Invited. Tickets available at
DZ Sisters. 12/7
Devine Desk, $2/person. Be there, Aloha.
Don: It couldn't have been better! Pier 2 Is a
12/7

P,~e,::t m~::a~ t~~~~.~~~~so~~~e:i:i

w:~:

~li~~d from head to TOE. Love ya, Linda.

PR and Mickey-Tuesday becomes Thursday
at the Wlldwood ... Do you like Pina Coladas?
Philosophy Is my favorite subJectlNaturally
they have blue umbrellas to match the
flourescent shirt and pink for the sweater!
PR· your name sure gets around-celebrity
on WHEB for a drink at O'Malley'sl Thanks to
-jM you're on the books! You guys are
'great! Pina coladas twelve thirty next
1217
_Thursday?!
... "Twas the night before Reading Day, and
all through 184 Washington Street...," all the
women were celebrating an unsllent night,
an unholy night. 12/7
,
HAPPY B-DA Y Dix! "I love J•.• In the morning "
"You're a nazi and you're okayl" Have 'a
good one, and you thought a disco album
¥'PS axcltlnpl_1.?J? '
•• - • .- • ~ t <
f '°t

'• -

I

'·.·.

Thanks sponsors, Jen and Denise; thanks
lamplighter, Jaynl; and thanks big sis,
Darien~: You've all made pledging DL the
best time of my life. You're great! Love, M.A.
12/7
Rugby-take care of BZ for me, huh? Glad
you llked your Jingle balll Sandy, hope
you're
feeling
better!
12/7
Tomorrow Is ltl BANG, one big one and I
haven't even blink,.~ ...,t. "It's not like me,"
me either sweethe-..,, ..,Jt then I never had a
reason to...tlll now.12/7
What Funll How about a party with Nell and
Bobby D. Sat. nltel Boston here we
come ... more VMIL than ever before, Little

.,lcubt"cnol."~12/1 .
~ •• •<Ill.·,,-,

Montag Montag Tbe men In the barn the
men In the moon. We'll cruise the European
Continent In Cl roadster like movie stars. I'll
fleece the sky of stars and place them In
~~~~~~~rappy Birthday lover Gorgl the
E.J. apd LORRAINE, Wow Ifs been a whole
yarl Life after 3½ Is even better. Take It from
us-Deb and Jeff. Have a fantastic weekend!
12/7
COOL-AID We're there when you need us.
Hot-line, referrals, and Information. Call 862·
2293 any night. 12/7
" ... 184 Washington Street. .. " Oh what a
nlghtl L.D., were you really seen strolllng
through Cumberland Farms and Dover Shop
'N' Save clad In Bean Boots, Lanz
nightgown, and a down vest? L.M. do you ,
really eat only green M • M's? J.M. Just how
much vodka and Ice tea did you drink?
Hey, D.I., It really Isn't necessary to risk life
and limb Just to answer the phonell Good
time, "women", "cruller envy," chocolate

i:to::~ .:.~10!':.~

~e~t~~v::.~,rnTonlte, 9pm In Strafford Room, MUB Area II
Stag and Doe Christmas Party. Urge all Area
II residents to come without a date. Dress
classy to this awesome Event. Live band
called "Smoke" Refreshments. Tickets only
$2/person at Devine Desk. WIid Tunes, WIid
Tlmes.12/7
Jlllbee, can you forget; leetsHck Charlie, nttle 5 and Hetzel Han, those Delta z ears and
Hetzel Kidneys. Tiptoeing on the tables and
heels at N.E.C., TAKE A PICTURE WITH A PIE
HAVE THE BLIND LEAD THE BLIND WITH M & M'i
forever. An excellent person and the best
big sister anyone could ask for. Is that au
e Is my friend-Love, Sandy and Kath.

~17

FLYING? American Airlines 1/2 fare coupon
for sale ... $25.00. Example: Fly Boston to L.A.
for $165 with coupon. Regular fare $3291
Use anywhere American f(ys (By Dec. 15).
Call Tom 742-1542 days 749-4518 evenings.
12/7
American Airlines special dlscoutn coupon
50°/ 0 off on any full fare round trip travel.
~~f~:\yg_~~,ttll 12/15/79. Call 332-5091.
Typing. Fast accurate service. $.70-per
page.868-5181.12/11.
A group for discussing Women's Issues wlll
be held with June on frldays 10-11 AM at the
:~;.%n
Center, Hood House. Tel:
8
Neot. accurate tvclna by Katharine Gibbs
Graduate. $.75 a page. Call Trumball Taylor
at439-9327.12/7.
Cars tuned $25 to $35. WIii come to your
car-other minor replacements done cheap
Call868-7151.1/22.
.
Smokln' band called 'Smoke' at Area II
Christmas Party In Strafford Room. Tonlte
9pm. Good tunes, good time. Only $2 for
Area II Reildents. Gef tickets at Devine

J~l~1~1ty
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CARP '

continued from page 3

by Joe Kandra
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"Custom jewelry, diamonds
and precious gems. "
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One Mechanic St. Freepo~, Mame

Tel.207~
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UniversityTheater
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The musical comedy by Jule Styne and Sammy Cahn
Directed by Joseph D. Batcheller

Johnson Theater. Paul Creative Arts Center

University of New Hampshire
General: S4 UNH Student-Employee/Senior: S3
UNH Students. Opening Night: S2
Reservations: 862-2290
~·
Dinner-Theater Package Available

Otcl/V/ - - - - - - G \\1 1-~.
BER 4-8 AT 8 P.M. OECEM\\i\\

Great Bay Motor Co Inc
Rte 108,
·Newmarket, N.H.
1980 Citation
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ECONOMY MINDED? Try one of these

SB~~,.:',

University Theater 197~80 Season
presents
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asked why they didn't arrange a
meeting in the MUB, but the
couple said their group just got
here, did not know the facilities,
and were not students anyway.
"Just come out and see the
seven of us and how well we get
along." the couple said. The
group was not brainwashed and·
simply agreed on three basic
principles to happiness in life,
according to the couple.
Belanger could not recall their
principles, because he was
looking for a way to get them out
ofhistoom.
After prolonged discussion,
Belanger told them, "what I
thought you were, and what I
think you are now are two different things. I don't want to be a
part of what I think you are now."
They continued to talk, explaining their backgrounds-she
was a Midwestern girl who
received a biology -and religion
degree through the Unification
Church, and he was an
engineering student from Japan
. who wanted to learn from
Americans. ·some basis for
· discussion could be found from
this, they hoped.
Their persistance was failing,
but the three finally agreed that ff
they met again they could talk,
without beating a -path to his
according to Belanger.
Friday afternoon, the Japanese
man appeared by the trash can at
Hetzel as Belanger was walking
in the door. He got Belanger's attention and brought him a copy of
their newsletter.
They talked briefly, but
Belanger said he was impatient
and the man from CARP got the
message.
Belanger described th~ couple
as .".'ery personable, n~c.e, and
smiling. "They were sm1hng too
much, so happy something is
wrong. It's like a salesman in a
store."
Despite the presence of CARP
on campus, Sanborn has only
received one complaint this week
from a student who was approached outside of an academic
building.
Last week, Jeff Onore assistant
director of student activities
received a complaint from Mary
Newell, the manager of
Pistachio's Ice Cream Shop in the
MUB, where CARP people were
Questioning the students.
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of CARP.
Belanger said he asked himself, "Would I be one amongst
five who are going to see what it
is all about'? Would I be one
amongst five Moonies who would
be saying how great this is'?''
Belanger asked the couple who
they were and they gave him
their names. He pressed them
further and they: said they
represented CARP which was affiliated with the Unification
Church under Rev. Sun Myung
Moon.
"They almost seemed afraid to
say they were a religious group,"
Belanger said.
Belanger reiterated his doubts
about going to the farm, but he
said the couple wanted him to

4 Dr Hatchback 4cyl
automatic
1980 Chevette 4D Hatchback 4 speed trans
1979 Malibo 2D V6 automatic
1980 Chev ½Ton 6½.' Fleetside P.U. 6cyl STD

LOW OVERHEAD-NO SALESME1':[S
COMivfISSIONS
Your authorized Chevrolet dealer
in the Durham area.
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system would pay for itself by the
energy it produces in about 18 to
20 years. "But" he added, "you
can't estimate its educational
value. Everyone has learned a

Parsons
PARSONS
· continued from page 3

great deal on this project."
After the construction is completed, PPO&M will be responsible for monitoring the actual
amount of energy gained from

two years ago, and inflation has
taken its toll.''
The project was originally conceived and gained DOE funding
in late 1977.
"It has been on the board for a
long time," Devito said. "But we
have taken a cautious posture.
We're not putting up a routine
Freshly shucked Oysters 25¢ ea.
item, bqt a one of a kind, custom made structure. It's not
Cherrystone clams 204 ea.
appropriate to crash ahead in a
helter skelter manner. The
PLUS
delays are a result of not being
comfortable with certain asFree HorD'oeuvres
pects."
On the roof of Parsons, Bradbury expressed disagreement in
the designed pipe size and the use
EVERY TI IURSDAY AND FRIDAY
or vacuum break valve. · -rney·ve
got a one-inch pi~ draining into a .
4:30-6:30
two-inch pipe. It s not going to fill
the pipe and you're going to have
air in the system," Bradbury
said. "Also they have vacuum
the New England Center
break valves at the top of the
system. What happens if they
freeze up?"
Strafford Avenue
DeVito is aware of Bradbury's
disagreement with the design, . '-..
__________o_u_rh_a_m
___,_N_.H_.________,_~
and said that the ultimate
decision on any changes must be
approved by the engineers at
Vanderweil Associates, the firm
that designed the system.
"It's a complex system, and
they have ultimate responsibility
for it," DeVito: said. "Many
changes have already been made
with their approval. Both Vanderweil and the people at the
University have learned a great
deal from this project."
Donald Littlefield,
architectural drafting specialist for
PPO&M, has been drawing detailed plans of the plumbimz
scheme that will be installed later this winter. Littlefield, who
refers to himself as "an old
broken down technician," re.tired from the Portsmouth Naval
Shipyard after working on submarines for several years.
he said of the plumbing, "but it's
nothing -compared to what goes
into a submarine."
Littlefield said he and DeVito
revived the project after months
of dormancy. "When a project
first gets started," he said, "no
one is willing to take the risks
to get the thing started. You
know, like making the decisions
on what size pipe or valves
you should use. But once you
get going, everybody and his
brother has got a better idea.
Yeah, we'll make mistakes on
this project. But we'll correct
After 15 interviews with various comthem: That thing will worJi, I've
seen multi-million dollar subpanies , I finally found MITRE. And after 15
marines built, and I know that
interviews I definitely knew what I was lookthis system will work.''
ing for when I saw it.
DeVito estimated that the
1

•

the system.
DeVitor said people from the
College of Engineering and
Phvsical Sciences would be inVQ{v~ in monitoring the system.

He mentioned Charles Goodspeed, assistant professor of civil
engineering as one interested
fa cult member. Goodspeed was
unavailable for comment.
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Do your Xmas shopping here
before going home !

BAR

contemporary collection
5 piece sets

PFALTZGRAFF

Cosmetics

Bernat Yarn

Gifts

Place Setting, 5 pc.

Reg~_$11.85

WJL·D WQQD LOUNGE
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NOW $ 7.00

i Care Pharmacy P

• We also have gift wrapping and American I 51 Main St.
greeting cards
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I had to have breathing room . A place
that would turn me loose and let me work on
different kinds of projects . On the other
hand , I had to know I'd be able ·to turn to
other people for advice and backup. And I
definitely wanted a steady growth situation.
With the MITRE people, I knew right
away I'd found it all.
At any given time , they have some 75
or so funded, significant programs involving
several hundred separate projects and
tasks. And because they're Technical Advisors to the Air Force's Electronic Systems
Division in Command, Control and Com~ ·
munications (C 3 ). they design and develop
some of the world 's most advanced information systems .
Still , MITRE handles every assignment
as if it were the only one. Because they have
to come up with the right solution every time.
That's their product.
The best of MITRE to me is that they'll
let me move from project to project if I wp.nt ,
or get deeply involved in a longer-range one.
There's always somett;ling waiting for me .
I'm glad it took 15 interviews to get to
MITRE . Now when I say I chose them , I
know exactly what I'm talking about.

Openings ex ist in :

COMPUTER SYSrEMS
COMMAND AND CONTROL
SYSTEMS ARCHITECTURE
COMMUNICATIONS
RADAR SYSTEMS
See your Placement Office to set up an
on-campus interview, or send your resume
directly to the Jerome P. McKinnon~
The MITRE Corporation, Bedford, MA 01730.

MITRE will be at

University of New Hampshire
on December 13, 1979

THE================

MITRE
CORPORATION

MITRE 1s an equal opport unity
emp loyer actively seeking appl1cat ,ons under
its affirmative act,on program .
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Women swimmers lose first
By Boston Neary
Although the UNH women's
swim team may have lost Wednesday's meet to BU by an 84-87
score at Swazey Pool, they did .
manage to shatter two _team and
pool records and tie another.
Boston University behind Randy Simmons (2 records) shattered five pool records.
The loss dropped the Wildcats
from the undefeated ranks as
their record is now 3-1.
UNH coach Carol Lowe commented after the meet that the
score "didn't really reflect how
th meet really was" and that,
"BU is a very, very small team
(11 swimmers, 4 divers) but each

record of 11:05.2 in the 1000 yd.
free and Carol Hickey set two
more team marks in the butterfly
with a 2: 18.3 in the 200 yd. and
1:02.5 in the 100yd.
Herskovitz set a pool and team
record with a 1: 10.1 in the 100 yd.
breastroke, and Panzik tied
another pool and team record
with a 2:16.9 in the 200 yd.

backstroke.
"It wasn't at all a washout,':
said Lowe. "I firmly believe we'I
beat them (B.U.) in the Ne"
Englands." Scoring in the Ne"
Englands is based on 16 teams
and with two teams.
Saturday, the Wildcats trave
to Boston when they take or
Boston College for a 1: 00 contest.

UNH drops second;

i.s: OXCP11cmt "

Landry sets record

In one of the top races of the afternoon, the 400 yd. medly relay
squad of Sue Panzik, Sue Herskovitz, Allison Smith and Deb
Miller broke a school record by
over three seconds, with-a time of
4:12.9
B.U. won the event with a pool
record of 4:11.0
''We were with them the whole
way,'' said Lowe.
Mary Jo Lyons set a team

By Beth Albert
Diving captain John Caldwell
won both diving events and
remained undefeated, and Ed
Landry broke his week-old record
in the 200 _yard free, but the UNH
men's swim team still lost to
Maine at Orono, 75-38, Saturday.
Co-captain Jeff Cherrington
said UNH's 38 points was the
teams best showing against

Maine in his four years at UNH.
''The last three years, our total
scores had been nineteen," said
Cherrington. "We've doubled our
total score."
Landry came in second with
the new school record in the 200
yard freestyle of 1: 50.2. "I did a
1: 45.8 in high school and I hope to
do that again by the end of the
season,'' Landry said.

PARKAS-JACKETS-VESTS
From-

-="'"""""-':&al

THE NORTH FACE
SIERRA DESIGNS
CAMP7
JANSPORT
TRAIL WISE
FRIENDSHIP DOWN
WOOLRICH _

Mary Jo Lyons set a new team record for UNH in the 1,000 yard
freestyle with and lJ:25.2 clocking. UNH lost the meet,

however

to

BU,

'84-47.

Coach Frank Helies said for the
!first time in seven years UNH
:won three events against Maine.
Caldwell won both the one and
three meter diving events and the
relay team of John Colbert, Mike
·O'·Brien, Attila Herzog and Landry placed first in the 400
freestyle.
Helies did not expect to beat
UMaine, considerea the second
best team in New England behind
Harvard, and called the UNH effort "the best ever."
"Swimming's a weird sport,"
Cherrington explained. ''Before
the ·meet, yoµ know who is going
1

(Nancy

Hobbs

photo)

to win because times don't\
change that much, unless you
make fantastic improvements.
"We are gearing for the New
England meet in March. That's
where the results are unpredictable," he said.
Helies said the team should
beat Holy Cross at Saturday's
lp.m. meet at Swasey Pool.
"The 400 relay and the spring
relays are our strong points a!ong
with the diving," he said.
"It should be a really good
meet," Landry said. "We beat
them last year and we're a little
bit better this year.''

lcewomen faceBC, PC
The two toughest games of the women's ice hockey team's 33-01 career have been at Providence College, where the team won 5-4
two years ago with three third period goals and tied 6-6 last year.
Saturday, the team goes to Providence once again and UNH
coach Russ McCurdy said "I think we're capable of winning down
·there." However, he emphasized the word think.
"We tend to get off tlie bus and we're in a daze down there,"
Mccurdy said. "It has shook me at how awful we cari be at
Providence.
McCurdy said position hockey is Providence's strength. "We've got to play well defensively," he said. "So far we haven't had to do
that."
·
In its first two games, UNH has beaten Northeastern, 8-1, an~
Colby, 9-0, while Providence beat Clarkson 15-0.
UNH plays Boston College at Snively Arena tonight at 7:30,
before heading to Providence tomorrow.
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In today's newest styles and fabrics
we have

Thinsulat·e®
the revolutionary new insulation that_'s
nearly twice as warm as down!
We also have good down, Polarguard and Hollofil ~I,
-highest quality, fully .guaranteed-
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SMALL FORMAT

SPECIAL PARKA-JACKET-VEST COUPON ITELEVISION/VIDEOTAPE
We will give you credit, equal to
10 0/0 off the full retail price of the
parka, jacket, or vest you purchase
which may be applied toward the
purchase of any other merchandise
in the store. Offer good only with
presel)tation of this coupon at
time of sale.
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Open to all undergraduate students
free of charge. Learn how to operate
small format video tape equipment,
including the new home video
cassette recorders. Also presented
will be the value of the knowledge
gained from the owrkshop,
and how to use it.
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Dufour leads team with 16

Huskies drop UNH, 71-62
By Bill Nader
Listening to UConn basketball
coach Dom Perno talk after the
UNH-UConn game, the impression was that UNH does not
belong on the same floor with his
talent-laden Huskies.
Disappointed with the performance of his team in its 71-62 win,
Perno. said, ''We won this game
on talent alone. New Hampshire
is not a very good basketball
team.
"They played as well as they
can play but we have a habit of
bringing that out of a team. The
'W' is nice and that's what _you
strive for but this was a step

6--0 advantage and despite three
ties, they never did relinquish
their lead.
Cornelius "Corny" Thompson
scored the last eight points in the
half for Connecticut. The 6'8" 230
lb. sophomore single-handedly
kept UConn in the lead as the
Wildcats overcame their sloppy
play (14 turnovers in the half)
and settled down.
A three point play by Dulin
provided UConn with a 44-36 lead
with 14:47 left in the game. It
looked as if UNH was ready to
pack it in and call it a night but
Karl Hicks checked into the game
with the necessary offense off the

h;:ic-kw~rd"

bench.

Despite Perno's lack of respect
for UNH, the Wildcats battled
back from a 27-16 deficit with 4:30
remaining in the first half to trail
by only one point at intermission.
UConn broke open a 14-14
deadlock with a 13-2 surge only to
have UNH answer with a 13-2
surge of their own.
Bobby Dulin, a 5'11" lightning
quick guard, ignited the SRO
crowd of 4,600 at Storrs gymnasium with three steals (eight in
the game) in the opening three
minutes of play.
Dulin converted each steal into
two points, performing the
honors on the first two buckets
and sending a successful "alley
oop" pass to John Delagrange.
Immediately, the Huskies had a

Hicks responded with three
field goals from the outsid~
around four points from Huskie
Bruce Kuczenski.
Mike Keeler added a short
jumper from the baseline to bring
UNH within four.
UConn started to assert themselves on the offensive boards
and cleaned up with rebound
layups. Jim Abromaitis was the
first to exploit this UNH
weakness and freshman Bruce
Kuczenski and sophomore Clay
Johnson followed the senior's
lead.
The Huskies repeatedly moved
the ball inside reaping the
dividends. A Mike McKay onehanded slam carried an unexpected expense as he came crashin~

to the- floor and was forced to
leave the game.
·
Bobby Neely, closest to the
scene of the accident, said, "it
looked like he caught his hand on
the rim and banged his head on
the floor." (McKay went to the
hospital for X-rays on his left
wrist.)
Corny followed the delay by
taking Neely to school for an easy
layup. Abromaitis gave UConn
its largest lead in the night with a•
crowd-pleaser of a dunk making
the score 64-50 and sending the
capacity crowd into a frenzy.
Corny Thompson fini~ed with
a game-high 18 points and 11
rcbounda. Paul Dufour led UNII

with 16 points.
When Dufour was informed of
UConn coach Perno's remarks,
the senior captain said, "That is
simply not true. We did not play
as well as we can and we forced
them to play poorly.
"Gerry Friel always does a fine
job with his kids and they really
did not surprise me,'' said Perno
in a contradictory tone when he
was -pressed about the UNH
program.
Tonight, UNH travels to
Springfield. "Two years ago we
were blown out by UConn and
then lost to Sprirfgfield by five
points," said Dufour. "We cannot
afford to lose this game
especially at this stage of the
season.''

Mike Keeler and Jim Abromaitis stretch for the ball in second
_half action of UNH's 71-62 loss to the Huskies. Toda):, UNH is in
Springfield to battle the Chiefs. (Gerry MIies photo)

SPORT SHORTS
Track teanis in action
Both UNH track and field teams will be in action this weekend.
The men travel to Storrs, Conn. where they will participate in a
quad meet between Army, Holy Cross and Connecticut.
In the meantime, the women will be in Cambridge, Mass. for a
dual meet hook-up with Harvard University.
Last Saturday, both teams dropped lopsided scored to the Maine
Black Bears in their opening encounters of the season. These next
meets, however, look to be closer as the Wildcats are posed as
slight favorites in some events.

Loehle, Donahue honored
Freshman Jeff MacDonald put the finishing touches on Maine's Joe Walling for a pin. Wednesday, UNH demolished Maine, 44-9 to ev~n its mark at 1-1. (Nancy Hobbs photo)

Grapplers overpower Bears
By Larry McGrath
The Wildzat wrestling team
gave first-year coach Jim
Urquhart his initial victory
rolling over UMaine, 44-9, on
Wednesday.
The impressive win was
highlighted by the strong performance of the · younger
members of the squad. The Wildcats are a predominantly young
team this season so the results
give rise to optimism.
After once again forfeiting the
vacant 118-lbs. slot, surprise starter John Boghos at 126-lbs. battled to a tie after two periods (66).

Forced to compete too soon
because of Dave Jacob's absence
due to academic difficulties
Boghos succumbed to both his
opponent and fatigue in the third
period for a final of 12-8.
"Bogie pulled (lost) eight or
nine pounds for me in one day to
make weight. That's why he was
~estling slow," said Urquhart.

The other Cats didn't appear to
be suffering from any such
weakened condition as they
reeled off 44 unanswered points.
The spree was spurred by successive pins at 134 lbs. and 142
lbs. by freshmen Doug McAllister
and Jeff MacDonald respectively.
Two veterans, Marc Brown at
150 lbs and co-captain Bruce
Cerullo, at 158 lbs., produced
major victories worth four points
each to keep the scoring streak
running.
If Maine had any ideas of getting back in the running UNH
quickly put an end to those
notions with four consecutive
pins to close out the match.
The shuffled line-up, due · in
part to 190 pounder Phil Voss's
absence
because
of
mononeucleosis and Cerullo's
return at 158 lbs. forced Chet
Davis and Ed Saunders to wrestle
up one weight class and freshman
Rob Bakerian to filrin at 190-lbs.

Bakerian did more than just fill
in as he disposed of Jim Herlihy
of UMaine easily, pinning the
Black Bear at 4:40of the match.
In
the
final
match,
heavyweight Joe Lacasse
emerged victorious when Sal
Sisto suffered an injw·ed ankle .
and was unable to continue.
''The younger guys saw what
they had to do and did it. They
were more relaxed tonightshows you how much . the Coast
Guard Tournament (last weekend) helped us," said Davis who
wa~ impressive as ever leaving
behind another prone body (pin
at 2:55) as he readies for the New
Englands in February.
UNH will face a stern test on
Saturday as the Cats travel to
UConn to face the Huskies in an
11 am encounter.
"If we're in good shape
physically it could go either way
down there," said Urquhart. "It

WRESTLI~G, page 5

Two Wildcat football players were announced as members of
the 1979 UPI-New England team as voted by the regions
coaches.
Dave Loehle headed .the voting for wide receiver and
linebacker Greg Donahue was named to the defensive team.
Donahue tied for the spot with Boston College senior Jeff
Dziama.

-UNH ranked ninth
New Hampshire hockey is the ninth best in the nation according
to this week's coaches poll conducted by radio station WMPL in
Hancock, Michigan.
North Dakota received all ten first place votes to lead the pack
with a 9-3 mark. Northern Michigan was second at 10-2, Michigan
third at 10-4 and Minnesota fourth at 7-6.
Michigan Tech (8-5), Boston University (3-1), Clarkson (4-2),
and Wisconsin (7-6) are fifth through eighth. UNH is ninth at 3-3
and Notre Dame rounds out the top ten at 7-5.

Abbott resigns SLU post
Leon Abbott head coach of the St. Lawrence Saints Division I
hockey team f~r the past three years, resigned from his post on
Monday.
Abbott, whose resignation was accepted later that day by the
university, said, "I feetnow is the time (for changes) f?r several
reasons." However, he, nor anyone at the university would
elaborate.
Assistant coach·Dale Henwood was named as interim coach for
the remainder of the season.
Abbott had a 28-59-2 record for his first three years at SLU. Last
year SLU was 8-21-2 overall (5-18-1 in the ECAC) . After~ginning
this year with three straight wins, the Saints drop their next eight
contests.
Abbott has formerly coached at the University of Alberta, RPI
and Boston University before taking the job at SLU in July, 1976.
...
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Miller nets .winner

UNH visits Cornell
after dropping RPI
By Lee Hunsaker
Now back with a winning
record following Wedn~day's 5-4
squeaker over RPI, the UNH
hockey Wildcats will .travel to
Ithaca, NY for an afternoon encounter with Cornell.
The Big Red are sporting a 2-3
record (2-1 in ECAC action). Preseason polls had ranked them as
the number one team in the
nation, but in the past few weeks,
Cornell had all but dropped from
the top ten.
"We've looked back on the pru,t

seman Matt Shramek set up the
play with a rush down the right
wing deep into the Engineer zone.
After drawing the RPI defenseman to him, Shramek flipped a
soft pass to Miller at the edge of
the crease. A simple wrist shot
over goalie Kevin Constantine's
right pad and UNH had its second
win of the early season.
"I have to give it all to Matty,"
said an elated Miller after the
game. "He set me up perfectly. I
stopped in front and there it
(puck) was."

Though the Wildcats played
couple of seasons,'' said Big Red
assistant coach Lou Reycroft, their worst game of the season
"and it's pretty consistent. We the game remained close, with
don't really get going until late the lead exchanging sides a total
· ·
of three times.
December."
''They outplayed us by a mile,''
Reycroft said Cornell is aiming
to increase its goal production to said head coach Charlie Holt,
"around six or seven goals" from who, with the win recorded his
300 victory in his 18 year coaching
its present 4.2 mark.
"We should get up there," he career.
"I got the feeling that they
said, "we've got the capacity.
But we're a young team and (RPI) were almost not going to
win because they were trying so
we ire gaining experience."
Leading the team offensively is hard," he continued. "When it
scoring threat Brock Tredway (3- was 4-4, I got this feeling that we
6-9). Behind him are defenseman could win it."
The only reason UNH remained
Steve Hennessy (2-5-7), and forwards Doug Burke (3-3-6) and in the contest was on the play of
iloa1ie Gree Moffett who made 36
John Olds (2-4-6).
In goal will be freshman saves, many of them spectacular.
Darren Elliot who boasts a "The -only equalizer was Mof·
mediocre 4.19 goals against fett," said Holt.The play of the RPI forwards
average after five games. Elliot
is replacing sophomore sensation bothered UNH in its own zone for
Brian Hayward who is out until most of the game. The Engineers
were constantly pressing with anJanuary with mononucleosis.
On Wednesday, UNH again · effective forecheck and the Wildrelied on its freshmen to pull cats were hardpressed to mount
any attack at all.
through.
"RPI is completely offensive,"
Jay Miller's goal with 1:53
remaining in the game capped a said Moffett. "That's their style.
period They're pretty quick and they
third
successful
comeback. Freshmen defen- have pretty good size. We didn't

Jay Miller and John Normand both tallied goals fo the Wildcats on Wednesday. Miller's was the
game winner, coming with only 1:53 left in the game. (Bill Hill photo)
,_
have a good game tonight."
UNH captain Bob Francis
echoed Moffett's thoughts.
"They're pretty aggressive on
their forecheck," he said of RPI.
"Once we stop we're in trouble
and a couple of times they forced
.
us to stop."
~enior Steve Stoyanovich and
Jacques St. Phalle turned in two
goal performances for the
.
Engineers.
Sophomore defenseman Ross
Yantzi again led the Wildcats in
goals with a two goal night, one in
a slap shqt through th~ pads of
Constantine and the other
richocheting off the baseboard
and deflecting off Constantine's
skate into the net.
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Title IX takes ' on

Hoopsters run over Harvard soap opera look
prised ourselves, but the surprise
By Cathy Plourde
"It's always nice when the was in our favor.''
At the end of the first hall, UNH
surprises put you on the w~g
end " said UNH coach Ceceha led by a 16 point margin earned
DeMarco when referring to her by dominating the court. The
basketball team and Tuesday's Wildcats took • . control of the
boards and left little room for
66-48 romp over Harvard.
''Harvard is a good team and turnover in an impressiv~ show
we went in there expecting a tight of strength.
Co-Captain Karen Bolton led in
game," she continued. "We sur-

Martha Morrison drives for a layup and two
d
H
points in the Wild cats' 66-48 romp over arvar .
tesy of Charles Borst, Foster's Daily

rebounds, pulling 15 off the boards. Her scoring was strong as she
shot for 10 points.
"Bolton is just having a great
season so far, and that's how we
want it to be," said Demarco.
"She's been doing alot of individual work and giving it her
all. In the games, she's been at
the right place at the right times.
She's giving the team the
stability and confidence they
need."
Jackie MacMullan led the
scoring with 14 points ~nd 8
rebounds. Kathy Ladd followed
with 12 points, Donna Couture
tallied 10 and Martha Morrison
· hadeight.
three
starting
"We're
sophomores this season and
they're all doing super,'' said
Demarco, referring to MacMullan, Ladd and Morrison. "It
looks like we can pull it all
together and continue to play
heads'."up basketball."
The second half of the game
wasn't nearly as productive as
the first, as the girls totaled 26
points.
"We played a tough first hall,
scoring 40 points and if they were
really on the ball, our squad
would have kept it up." said
DeMarco. "The second hall got
sloppy, but we still had control.''
The Wildcats dominated the
game, putting the pressure on
Harvard. They kept the ball
moving, forcing their opponents
to rush their shots. The defense
set the pace and carried it
through.
The Wildcats now travel to St.
John's on Tuesday. DeM~co
says this nationally ranked team
of her eight - is "a cut above the rest ," but then
believe our
stated,of "I
(Ph ot o .cour- she
anything."
is capable
teamalso
Democrat)

Title IX, Sports' soap opera of the seventies took a twist this week
that would even have the deranged mind of the Ayatollah confused.
The serial began seven years ago with the implementaion of TitleIX
of the 1972 Education amendments banning sex discrimination in
schools.
In the latest episode, leading lady HEW Secretary Patricia Harris,
announced in Washington that all colleges and universities receiving
federal money must make athletic scholarships available to women
and men proportional to their participation in intercollegiate athletics.
But, the plot thickens.
The ruling applies only to scholarship distribution and not facilities,
coaching and equipment. HEW did state "the effects of any differences (between men and women athletes and benefits, opportunities and ·
treatment) must be negligible."
So where does this leave the supporting characters-the nation's "institutions for higher education?"
UNH Women's Athletic Director Gail Bigglestone during an inter- view on WENH (Channel 11) stated that it was "difficult to make an
.
interpretation.at this point," because of the ambiguity.
Approximate figures from the women's athletic department reveal
that 62 percent.of the intercollegiate athletes on campus are males and
are allocated 85 percent of the grants-in aid. Females make up 38 percent and are recieving 15 percent of scholarships.
The interpretation now comes down to: will women actually receive
more funds, or will their programs be cut? Will the gridders lose
scholarships and/ or will lesser men's sports get the ax?
Assistant Athletic Director Junie Carbonneau speculates that the interpretaion will have to be taken to court to find out exactly what it
means.
At this point, it's hard to see this latest tum of events benefiting
anyone. Scho~arships were instated to make schools more competitive with one another. Now they'ye ~ecome a political s<:_a~egoat.
Abolishment of schoiarship isn't the answer, yet to pre-define a quota
of scholarships based on the number of athletes can only be
tokenism.
Carbonneau suggested that major football universities unwilling to
give up some scholarships and thus relinquishing their power might .
refer to unethical means for obtaining funds.
Interim UNH president Jere Chase stated that UNH will "live up to
the laws," and that the "main effort (would be) to have opportunities
for women (athletes) and to support them."
The government, with its definitions and interpretaions, has made
an unequirocal mess of Title IX.
So, stay tuned for the next court ruling and interpretation on Title
IX; soon to be the star attraction of the eighties.
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